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Gus says that after all the flak
Faner's taken, a little smoke
couldn't do too much damage.

Daily 'Egyptian
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Vol. 51. No. 1.

Southern Dlinois University

Firemen find
mostly smoke
in Faner fire

Carbondale Fire Dept. Capt. Alan Jackson (left)
helps an unidentified fireman carry an exhaust fan to.
the second floor, Wing B Faner Hall. A coffee pot
melfi!d a plastic hot plate at about 7 p.m. Wednesday

By MeUssa Malkovich
Daily EgypdllJl Staff Writer
A coffee pot left on a 'hot plate melted
causing smoke da_mage and a minor
fire in Faner Hall Wing B. Room 2408
Wednesday evening. Alan Jackson,
Carbondale Fire Department captain,
said.
"The hot plate was plugged in as high
as it would go and melted all the plastic
on the coffee pot," Jackson said .
. Firemen had a difficult time opening
locked windows in the building to
release the smoke caused by the fire
because "maintenan~ men didn ' t
know which key was what." Jackson
said.
The fire. which started at about 7
p.m .. burned a portion of a picture in
the empty conference room as well as
causing smoke damage to upholstery
and furniture.
"The smoke was dangerolL~ in the
room hecause it was So thick and came
from burning plastic," Jackson said.
Alarms went off automatically. but
students continued activities including
ni¥.ht classes and work in Faner.
'Nobody knows what the hell is going
on with the alarm," Jim Vlodek. a~
major, said. "People were asking ml!
whether they should leave the building
or not."
Another Faner worker said, " A lot of
people are very undisturbed br, it.
People are still in there working..
The smoke was eventually cleared
with an exhaust fan.

which caused heavy smoke. No -one was injured in
the fire, but Jackson said the smoke was potentially
dangerous. (Photo by Marc Galassinj)

Grand jury indicts for misuse of funds
By ·H.B. Koplowitz
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
Indictments have been handed down
by a Jackson County Grand Jury
looking
into
the
misuse
of
Comprehensive Employment Training
Act (CETA) funds by the Narcotic
Addict Rehabilitation Coordinating
Organization (NARCO>. Jackson
County State's Attorney Howard Hood
announced Wednesday.
The grand jury, which convened
Tuesday and adjourned Wednesday at
noon. has named an undisclosed
number of persons as defendants in
indictments held secret pending their
arrest and appearance in court.
NAROO was a drug rehabilitation
program serving the Northeast side of
Carbondale which lost its funding from
the . Illinois
Da ngerous
Drug
Commission last February. CETA is a
federal program which temporarily

penitentiary s ince Dec. 19, 1975.
funds newly created positions in local
A second employe, Cynthia Hunt, had
government agencies for the purpose of
bee n paid with CETA funds although
stimulating employment opportunities.
she had not been certified by the Illinois
Hood said that last fall NARCO
State Employemnt Service ( ISES).
successfully applied ~o the Jackson
A third emplo e. Sam Clark. could
County Board for funds for salaries of
not be found at any of the work sites
three employes paid for under the
and there was no record that he was
CETA program administered by the
employed by NARCO other than the
county. In February, 1976, the board
fact that he was collecting a salary.
investigated NARCO and recommended
The director of NARCO, Bernie
the termination of the NARCO
program.
Price. who signed the work sheets and
time cards, was unable to produce any
According to the minutes of. the
legislative committee of the Jackson . accounting books, records. or other
information to verify that the CETA
County Board, measures were taken to
funds which NARCO received were
cut off NARCO from CETA funds for
several reasons. One employe was . paid to bona fide CETA employes.
collecting a salary while in prison.
The board action prompted an
Lenell Golen, whose payroll voucher
investigation by the State's Attorney's
and time sheets had been submitted
Office assisted by the Illinois Bureau of
until the first of February, was not
Investigation, the Jackson County
available t work at NARCO because
Sheriffs Office and the Carbondale
he had been incarcerated in a state
Police Department.

Illegal campaign fund charge still in dispute

Another incidenl involving ARCO
was a triple-murder on Nov. 1. 1975.
Three employes from NARCO we re
charged with the murders bUI
subsequently founu innocent when the
proseculion's star witness. a fourth
man who had survived the attack,
contradicted himself during crossexamination by the defense attorney in
the case.
Hood denied a suggestion that the
occurrance of the grand jury hearing
the week after Labor Day was timed to
kick off his campaign for re-election as
state's attorney. H.ood said he bad
requested the hearing at the beginning
or the summer and the judge had
ordered it to begin at this time because
it corresponded to a judge's conference
in Chicago, which would mean that
there would be a lighter caseload on the
state's attorney' that week.
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Gulf's ex-lobbyist retracts one claim about Dole
By Tom Rawn
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON <I\P) -{;Iaude Wild Jr.,
the fo er Gulf Corp. loobyist who is a
central I
in a federal investigation
contributions, said
of illegal camp '
Wednesday he e !!d i1'\ c.laiming he
gave $2,000 in 1970 0 Sen. B06 Dole, the
Republican vice-p idential candidate.
Wild apologize
to Dole and
repudiated bis earlier statement that he
had Iliven Dole the money from a_legal
Gulf 'good government" fund in 1970 to
pass on to other GOP Senate
candidates.

" I have been in error and
consequently have done a serious
disservice to Sen. Dole," Wild said.
Dole accepted Wild's explanation,
calling the matter "an unfortunate
incident." And, he added " We're
movin~ ahead with the campaign."
Wild s statement did not mention a
se.cond, potentially more serious
allegation conc~rning the qUestion of
.whether Dole received illegal Gulf
funds in 1973 through Senate Minority
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania.
Dole claims he did not, but
acknowledges he was questioned on the

matter las t March 8 by a federal grand
jury convened by the special Watergate
prosecutor.
Ever since the story about his grand
jury appearance broke last Saturday
the 'Kansas senator repeatedly has
denied ·that he ever received Gulf
contributions, either in 1973 when he
was preparing for a re-election
campaign, or in 1970.
Wild told reporters earlier in· the
week he gave Dole $2,000 in 1970 to pass
OIl to otheT candidates. He also said he
.c:ould prove it because he had a letter

from one of thoSe andidates thanking
him for the funds.
Referring
his earlier statement
linking Dole to the 1970 transaction,
Wild said, "I was questioned
unexpectedly a.nd before I had time to
review my records of a meeting that
allegedly happened six years earlier.
-He said be had confuSed "the $2,000
check made out to another individual"
NBC News said the other individual
may have been Interior Secretary
Tbomas Kleppe, who in 1970 waged an
unsuccessful cam~ign for the Senate.
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~~~~'!~~~=:: :'~~1' p~~~~e;I:~~U;;otest
Republica,., SLOp Walker's lax speedup plan
SPRINQFIELD (AP) -t\mid emotional campaign rhetoric and heated
debate, Republican lawmakers Wednesday blocked early consideration of
Gov. Daniel Walker's controversial $95 million tax speedup plan in the
DUoois House_
The Republicans took their stand shortly after lawmakers returned to
the Capitol for a special session called by Walker to consider the tax
speedup, an extra $50 million in school aid, and changes in the state school
aid formula. Walker says that if the tax speedup plan isn' t passed, local
school districts won't get that extra $50 million in aid. With House
Republicans voting in opposition, a motion to consider the speedup plan
and school aid in a committee of the whole House on Thursday fell 11 votes
short of the 107 needed for passage.

Stone throwing disrupts Boston school
BOSTON (AP) -An outburst of stoning and bottle throwing near racially
tense Charlestown High School marred the otherwise peaceful opening of
Boston schools Wednesday for the third year of court-ordered integration.
A crowd of about 200 teenagers and adults---f\1l white-i:lustered in a lowincome housing project in the largely Irish Charlestown section,
occasional
eaving stones and bottles.
One white boy who ~Iegedly hit a policeman with a rock was charged
with disorderly conducC"Soutb Boston, another white ne ighborhood with
frequent racial trouble, was. f elatively quiet on the first day of school
though teen-aged gangs clashed there with police Tuesday night.

South African racial ~nrest spreads
JOHANNESBURG , South Africia (AP ) - Racial unrest spread
Wednesday to Kimberley, the famous diamond town . midway between
Johannesburg and Cape Town. Blacks stoned buses. and cars and an open
air boxing ring was set afire. Police said there was no shooting but they

m~~~ X~~lc~~:fnnu~~~:!~~r~..st!~~h~r~:tbodies were found in the
ruins of a hostel for Zulu migrant workers set afire by other blacks in
Soweto township near Johannesburg. Police feared a new round of
bloodletting would fO\lOw between the rival blacks.
In downtown Cape town, police fired on rioters continuing to protest a
government order closing all high schools for mixed race students on the
Cape peninsula until Monday.

Court asked to end Oak Park teachers strike
By The Associated Press- The Oak Park School Board asked a Circuit
Court Wednesday to order some 300 striking teachers back to work in the
western Chicago suburb. Teachers in Oak Park District 97 set up picket
lines after voting late Tuesday to strike in a dispute over wages. Some
6,400 pupils in 11 schools joined thousands more in the state on an extended
summer vacation as teachers stayed out of the class rooms.
. The Oak Park siut named as defendants the Oak Park Teachers
Association, the Illinois Education Association and 5 officials of those
organizations. Some 5,000 pupils in 12 elementary and two junior high
schools were affected as teachers struck in Downers Grove District 58.

Mexican President may JHlrole jailed Americans
MEXICO CITY ( AP} - A number of American prisoners continued a
hunger strike for the second day Wednesday, but the protest appeared to
be slipping in the wake of Mexican initiatives intended to release hundreds
of Americans from jails here. President Luis Echeverria has informed
American officials that at least 200 U.S. citizens may be released on P'lrole
as early as November, a source close to the preSIdent told reporters in San
Antonio, Tex., Tuesday, where he was inaugurating a trade fair.
The Mexican government said 52 Americans had refused to eat since
Tuesday morning at two prisons in the capital, Reclusorio Norte and
Reclusorio Oriente. The government claimed there was virtually no
support for the strike at the city's two other jails.

By DIdl Banes
AIIodated Preu wrtkl'
While President Ford and Jimmy
Carter sparred at a distance
Wednesday about compassion and
human rights, a third political party
threw a legal challenge at their fll'St
head-to-head confrontation scheduled
for Sept. 23 in Philadelphia.
The President, in a backyard news
conference, accused Carter of showing
indecisiveness
and
"lack
of
compassion" in remarks about FBI
Director Clarence M. Kelley. .
Carter, in turn, told a Jewish
organization in Washington that the
Ford administration had often "ignored
basic American values and a proper
concern for human rights" in its pursuit
of balanced power in foreign policy.
As these ·ndirect exchanges went on,
the sponsoring League of '?Iomen

Voters Education Fund announced that
the first of three planned FonH:arter
debates will be held at the historic
Walnut TheAter in Philadelphia and will
run for 90 minutes.
The candidates won't actually
debate; they' ll be asked questions by a
panel of three jQ!.lJ1l8lists and will ha~
a chance to comment on each other s
answers.
The answers will have to be off the
cuff, because the ground rules prohibit
either candidate from bringing notes or
scripts onto the stage, although they
can take notes during the proceedings.
As previously announced, the
questions will deal with economic and
domestic issues.
Meanwhile, however, the American
party, which has put forward a ticket
for the past three elections, filed suit in
federal court to halt the debates.

Enrollment jumps again:
,,:ow stands at 22,119'
students and has been funded for onI
By Joan Pearlman
19,000. If the University is not allot
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
SlU 's enrollment has jumped again more funds in the future Brandt sai
for the second year in a row with 22,119 " we have no option trot to go back t
students registered on the tenth day of decreasing enrollment. "
Last spring Brandt announced that
classes .
Last ye.a r at this time, 21 ,214 students enrollment would be cut off at 21 ,700
were enrolled . However , Kirby because of a decreased budget and
Browning, director of Admissions and . housing limitations .
Records , said the figures for 1975 and
Browning said the enrollment
1976 cannot be compared because a
projections were as accurate as possible
more accurate total of off-campus despite the fact there were more con·
enrollment is available th is year . tinuing and re-entering students than
Browning suggested that a figure of had been anticipated .
21 ,717 is more comrarable to last year's
The total enrollment figures indicate
tenth day figure 0 21 ,214 .
un increase in all areas except the
" We think it 's great .. ' President Graduate School and the begllTniJ1g
Warren -Srandt said Wednesday . " The freshman class.
reports are that other institutions in the
...
state are barely holding their own or
The freshman class leads in the
going down ." .
enrollment totals with 5,291 registered
Brandt said the " relevant and quality (a decrease of 132) , followed by a
educational programs " at SIU are sophomore enrollment of 4 ,681 (an increase of 419 l. Next comes the ·senior
re~~enf~~I;e~~e~~~;~fl::::nStt~~;~~~: class with 4 ,344 re~stered (an increase
strates that there is a lot of vitality and of 367 ), Th.e jUnior class has 3,915
strength here that is being recognized enrolled (an increase of 274 >. The
around the state," he said.
Schools of Medicine and Law have 426
Brandt said SIU has accepted 22,000 students enrolled (an increase of 32) .

Ward plan lacked petitions
f or spot on November ballot

By Steve Hahn
last election to make the petitons valid
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
About 5,000 voted in the last election,
but Diggle said he has only 200
A proposal to change the Carbondale
signatures " in hand," 300 short of 10
City
Council
from
at-large
per cent.
representation to ward representation
Currently, . Carbondale's four city
will not be on the NGvember ballot
Doug Diggle, crordinator of an effort councilmen and mayor are elected
to make the change said Wednesday fro~ the city at-large and do not
represent ~pecific areas. Changing to
that petitions needed to force a
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate passed, 69-18 Wednesday, a bill that
referendum on the question have not an aldermanic-ward system would
would let states sue to recover triple damages for consumers injured by
mean
the councilmen (called
been completed.
pricefixing or other antitrust violations. The measure also would require
He said he hopes the petitions will be aldermen> would be elected from a
the government be given:.> days' advance notice of major corporate
specific
district
and represent not only
completed in time for the April city
merge.r s and would arm the Justice Department with new antitrust
elections. City ordinances provide that the city, but also their particular
investigative powers.
district
(called
wards)
.
if the petitions are valid, a referendum
Key supporters of the legislation said they are confident that, in its
must be held within :.> to 120 days.
The present council is composed
present form, it will be acceptable to the House. But some opponents
Diggle said he is timing the two members who live in the southwest
dispute this. There also was some question whether the bill, if passed by
referedum for the April elections part of the city, two members who
the House, would be signed by President F.ord. '}:be legislation is designed
because he feels a special election to live in the south central aDd one
to strengthen the enforcement but not the substince of existing antitrust
consider the change would be a member who lives in the northeast.
laws.
financial burden on the city.
Diggle said city residents Iiviug on the
ThE' petitions were to have 'been. northwest section, StU students living
gathered in ti,me for the up-eo¢mg
on-eampus and in the southeast section
election. It has been delayed because of and the residents of the northeast
phone SJb.3311 .
George Brown. Flsc:.al
PublIsha1In It'e .Jourrwllsm and Egyptian
section are not being adequately
the large number of people circulating
laboratory Tuesday through Saturday
Officer.
the pet.!Uons, Diggle said. He bas not
represented.
clIring Unlwnlty ~ ~y
been able to get all the petitions back
Diggle said
not opposed to a city
clIrIng Unlwnlty \i18CIItion periods. with the
Subl!lcripti<J1 rates are S12 per YElllr or S7.s.l
and he has not had time to coordinate
manager,
but he Said some members 01
_~tIon d a IWO-weIItt break toward the end
for six matths in Jadtson and surrCUlding
the effort because of other
the original group that planned the
d
ca ....r veir and legel holidays. by c:aunties. S15 per year or $8.50 for sIx matths commitments, he said.
petition ~e are. Diggle, former SJU
Sou the
illinois
University.
within It'e United States. and S20 per year or
Those circulating the petitions are
student president, has been known to
Communica .
Building. C.~bondale .
SlI for six matths in all foreign CDUnlries.
registered voters from all parts of the
disa~
with actions carried out by the
Illinois 62901 .
ct_ portage paid at
city il)cluding the SIU campus, Diggle city s present manager, Carroll Fr/_
c.:.rbandele. IIIi
.~
Student Editor-In-dlief. Jc.n S. Taylor;
said
Associate Editor. Eric White; Editorial Page
Policies d It'e
Iy Egyptian lin! the
The original effort to change to wards
He said shifting city representation
Editor. Jim Santori ; Assistant Editorial
rapcnlbllity d
editors. Sta1II!ments
began last spring. The petitions are -from at-large to wards would give more
Page Editor. BCIb 'NrWI; NewS EdItors. Jdw1
publlIhm do not reflect qlinian d It'e
valid as long as the people who signed
people representation in city
O'BrIen and ReIleIxa Barron; Enter1airment . them are registered to vote in
admInistnltIon or any dlipar1ml!lnt d It'e
government, but Fry and Mayor Neal
. Editl:lr. Michael NuI!en; Sports Editor. Ridt
~YWSIty.
Carbondale.
Eckert have said the aldermanic
Karch ; Assistant Sports Editor. Doug
EdlbiaI and busiNss offioI Ioca1ed In
Diggle's group needs 10 per cent 01 system could provoke political inDanis; PhcItc8f111lhY EdItor. cart ~.
Cammunlcatlcns Building. North Wing.
and rivalries between districts_
fighting
the number of voters who voted in the

Senate bill allows stiff antitrust penalties

SIll · county agree on ambulance pact
By R. B. KoplowUz
Daily EgypdaD 8&d Writer
An eleventh hour compromise
tween the University and the Jackson
County Board has insured ambulance
service for the county for at least
another month. The service was to have
run out Sept. IS.
At the request of SIU President
Warren Brandt, the board agreed
Wednesday that in 30 days the county
would take over ambulance service
from the SIU Health Service for the
western half of the county, the area
between Murphysboro and the
Mississippi River, while SIU will
continue to handle the eastern half of
the county, from Carbondale to the
. Williamson County line.
The agreement was made with the
understanding that the board would
take over ambulance service for the
entire county within several months.
Appearing before the board, Brandt
said that it was time " the 'Jackson
County Ambulance Service' became
just that, in fact as well as name."
Brandt said t t the change in authority is just a matter of paperwork,
that there would be no added cos " nd
that the county would be taking over an
" operating . on-~oing . excellent
ambulance service ..
Board member Louise Wolfe
disagreed with Brandt's statement that
it would be a simple transfer without
financial repercussions . "Without a
referendum we don' t have the money. "
said Wolfe.
Brandt cOUl~red that he had been
assured by the board it had the money
to pay SIU for the service until June.
and therefore had the mone:( to run the
I
service themselves.
A referendum will be on the county
ballot in November asking the voters to
create an ambulance tax of not more
than 25 cents per $100 assessed property
value to support a county ambulance
service.
The board had been hesitant to
sponsor the service for fear that it

Rinella

would dJ;ain the county budget, favoring
instead a franchise system through
which the operation would be run by a
private business.
Board member Hazel LeFevre, a
supporter of a county-operated
ambulance service, said that "this is
the first time the county has moved to
take responsibility, for the county
ambulance service. ' LeFevre said that
the franchise system would make
ambulance service into a business, in
which the profit motive would be more
Important than expert care.
Dr. Donald Darhng, president of the

President Warren Brandt discusses the ambulance situation at the
Jackson County Board Meeting, while board members Hazel Le
Ferre, Walter G. Robinson and' Russell N\arshall listen. The board
agreed Wednesday that the county would take over ambulance
service for the western half of the county for at least another month.
The SI U Health Service has been providing service for that area .
(Staff photo by H.B. Koplowitz)

hopes~o

By Joan Pearlman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer
Despite cuts imposed on SlU's budget
by Gov . Daniel Walker's veto, Samuel
L.
Rinella ,
housing
service
administrator, is confident that
University Housi ng will be able to stay
out of this red this year.
"Things
look
better
than
anticipated," Rinella said Tuesday. " It
will take everyone' s cooperation and
the people in management positions

staff of . .Memorial Hospital of
CarbondaJe and a member of tbe board
eX directors of the Carbondale clinic,
said . he hoped the county would
continue to use paramedic students
from SIU. "These kids are good, thex
know their job, and they save lives, '
said Dprlinll.
Board member Douglas Eriksen
offered the motion proposing that the
county transfer operation of the
ambulance service for the western half
of the county to the Jackson County
Health Department and that in 60 days
a special committee of the board

keep Housing out of red

will have to be very prudent in
authorizing spending."
The budget cuts lowered by $422,000
the amount the University can retain
from tuition funds to assure payment of
bonds for on-eampus buildings.
University Housing has taken steps
ranging from cutting back on personnel
to decreasing the amount of toilet
paper issued to students to help offset
the decrease in funding.
Rinella said he first became aware of

'SIU 'a dministmtor u:ants fee
consist of three undergraduates to be
appointed by Tom Jones, student body
president; one graduate student to be
Bruce Swinburne, vice-president of
appointed by Ray Huebschmann ,
sCUdent affairs, said Wednesday that he
Graduate Student Council president;
plans to create a seven member
and three non-student appointees.
committee to study student service fees
' 'I'll appoint Harvey Welch (dean of
and the funds they generate.
student life) as chairman of that
" My number one concern is equity, "
committee," Swinburne said. He said
Swinburne said. He said students who
he would ask both the Faculty Senate
carry one to six hours are paying
and. University Relations to appoint a
representatiye.
disproportionately high fee compared
Swinburne' said the committee will
to full-time students. "There are ways
we can change that, " Swinburne sai~ . • 'study the current service fees
The seven-person committee Will assessment method and make
By Bonnie Gamble
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Housing issued five rolls of toilet paper
to each student for the fall semester
and according to Rinella. will not
supply any more.
According to th.:' latest rate study.
University Housing has been able to
make an overall cutback of $330,000 in
spending, Rinella said. The rate studies
are based on current prices and Rinella
said they are subject to change.
He said that in response to the
retention cutback, University Housing
has eliminated two full-time positions.
changed three full-time positions to
halHime and reduced both the number
of summer emploxes and food service
employes to the • barest minimum ."
recom mendations for a
more
Rinella ~id he has aJso asked housing
"equitable system." The committee
personnel. to put up signs asking
will also be responsible for reviewing
students to conserye electricity .
Rinella said University Housing also
all divisions under the Student Affairs
Office to determine which ones need
saved $24,000 this year by not opening
funding adjustments.
in the residence hall cafeterias until the
Gov. Dan Walker's veto of the Illinois
fi.rs,t day of classes. In t.he pas~ , Rinella
Board of Higher Education's
said, food service began on the day the
residence halls opened for the
recommendation for funding of certain
University services cut $378,00 from the
beginning of each term.
1976-17 Student Center budget and will
There has not been any cutback in
probably result in a student fee
food service, but substitutes for some
lDcrease next year, according to
brands of cheeses a~ graJ?e5 are !>eing
Swinburne. He said the veto reduced
~d because of hIgh prtces, Rmella
ttle center's budget by one-third.
said
d
. - / - Accor ing to RinelJa, there will
probably be an increase in housing

the possibility of a cutback in tuition
r ete ntion in January and began
planning for it right away.
9ne conservation measure University
Housing initiated this year was a cutback in the amount of toilet paper
issued to each student in the residence
halls-amounting to a savings of $3,000,
Rinella said.
He said that last year nine rolls of
toilet paper were issued to each student
per semester. This year University

chang~

·'
ar
on
a
e
oses
contro
over
MEGc
C b d I I
I
Administrative

control

of

the

~~~~~ol~~~n b~~or~!~~:!d Gf:o~
Carbo
Ie to Murphysboro because
for the p
veral yeal'S, Carbondale
has failed to rovide the Jackson
County Board . h necessary audits,
Russell Marsha I, County Board
member, said W
ay.
MEG is a drug in estigation agency.
Victor Provart, a MEG executive
board ~ember, said the city has been
slow in paying bills and has not

pr:eseont a report on how the board
would manage the service for the entire
county.
The motion unanimously, with one
member, Eugen Chambers, voting
" reluctantly yes."
In other busin~, Jackson County
Public Defender Chuck Grace spoke to
the board about his office's budget
request. The Public Defender's budget
request is up 50 per cent, primarily
because Grace would like a second
secretary and a~ investigator added to
the staff.
The office presently has an
investigator, but he is paid through the
Comprehensive Employment Training
Act (CETA> , .a federal program to
stimulate jobs in local government
agencies. The CETA grant runs out by
the end of the year. Grace said he feels
that the investigator has increased the
efficiency of his office and the Jackson
County Circuit Court in general.
" The investigator is the most
important part of my budget," Grace
said. adding that1Te did not understand
how State's Attorney Howard Hood gets
along without one.
" Hoocl's got 100 law e nforceme nt.
officers to assist him," noted Grace.
but he added that his inVestigator has
had 25 to 50 cases dismissed without
lriaJ. because information collected by
the investigator diffe~ed significantly
from the police reports.
Board member BiI ~ Kelly . chairman
of the board's committee. said he
opposed the addit;oll of th e tw o
positions because it is the policy of the
committee to hold budget increases in
all cou nty offices to 10 per cent.
. DeKalb Cou nty Board Chairman John
Cast le addressed the board about hiring
an adminis trative a ssi stant to
coo rdinate the business of the board.
Castle said a salaried ad ministrative
assistant, whose duties are similiar to a
city manager on a cou nt y level. has
"streamlined operations" in' DeKalb
county, saved the county money. and
made the board me mbers "feel like we
have a handle on what is goin
.

provided the board with an adequate
review of the MEG's fmancial situation.
Carbondale has had no officet:S in the
MEG since June but has retained
administrative control over the grou~.
The administrative change will occur'
sometime before ' Oct. I, when
Murphysboro will become the new
fJ&.C::aJ agent.
.
When the fISCal year ended June I,
Carbondale informed the executive
board that there was a $6,000 surplus in
MEG funds. The board then discovered

r:~~Slat~i~~~~nsh:rth~n~~~d

that was cut from tuition retention this
that twice that amount was actuaUy left . year.
Rinella said then te increase would be
over.
minimal, but no studies have been
Carbondale Mayor Neal Eckert said
made
yet 0 determine the exact
he understands Carbondale will soon
amount.
supply another officer into the MEG.
He also· said he knew the board was
Wendaer
displeased with the way Carbondale has
Mostly cloudy Thursday and much
been handling MEG unit affairs.
cooler with showers and thunderstorms
The MEG executive board is
llirely. High in the upper 80s or lower
composed of representatives from the
'lOs. Partly cloudy Thursday night and
areas where MEG operates_ They
cooler. Low in the Clid to upper «Is.
. include Perry, Jackson, Williamson and
SUnny F rirlay and continued cooL
Union Counties. as weU as Slu.
Dally EgyptIan. SepItIrnbw 9.1976, Page 3

More sophisticated today

Syroy shows political corruption ra,mpant in U.S.

c-'-

By WIIIIua c. wen.
AIMdIded PreIa Writer

Corruption appears to be the rule rather than the
exc.eptioo ~ ~erican politics, says an English
political SCientist.
"The American scandafs of the 19?Os are without
precedent in their number and seriousness, " writes
Michael Pinto-Duschinsky of BruneI University in
England iii a paper presented to the American
Political Science Association at its annual
convention.
"The courts have been filled with governors,
~em~rs of state cabinets and legislatures, judges,
dlstrl.ct attorneys, county commissioners ,
councilmen and small fry galore," said PintoDuschinsky.
Since the 19405, he said, political scientists have
usually treated corruption as an occasional, a typical
phenomenon.
"Thus, Mayor Richard J . Daley of Chicago has
been regarded as ' the last of the old-time bosses, ' the
scandals of Newark have been explained as leftovers
from the graft of yesteryear ... and Watergate was
so unprecedented that it could be accounted for in
tenns of the deviant personalities of President Nixon
and his team," Pinto-Dusc'liInsky said.
lnst~~, P~to:-I?uschinsky contended inJIis 6O-page
paper, a Significant degree of corruptiOn )S the
standard . . . Well over half the states, including
most . of those with large popUlations, have'
~xperienced major outbreaks of graft and conIlict-ofinterest during the 1970s."
Pinto:-D~h!nsky inclued in his paper a IS-page
ap~ndix hstmg the names of public officials
co.nvlcted of crimes in 10 states where he said
"rampant corruption has been uncovered." The
' states were Florida, Illinois, Il)diana, Maryland.
New Jersey, New York~ klahoma. Pennsylvania,

Students shfJrt
on learning skills
By Chris MoenIch
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

~

[-

I

Curiosity is the spice of life . It is the flare of temptation which bring many people to discovery .
~riggering curil?sity and laying roads that
ultimately lead to wllidom should be the purpose in
education. However. surveys indicate 10 to 25 per
cent of all college students do not possess the independent learning skills necessary for discovery .
!i'ur~er studies show 85 per cent of all Ph .D.'s fail to
publish material after their initial dissertation.
Recently 20 SIU students in education took a science
process test designed for seventh grade students. The
class average grade was 70 per· cent.
The test stressed learning skills such as observation, classification and calculation. Since these
~ills are taught. and' not instinctive, there is obViously something drastically wronj;t with our
educatJonal system. There is a great deal of
a~ement on educational goals. But in ways to
achieve the goals there is much disagreement.
-' Content"educators stress relationships but often
without prior .teaching of inferences, measurements.
and systematic observation ; the learning skills.
." Creat~ve" edu<:ators stress training creativity
Without fIrst teachmg procedures for seUing up the
problem to be solved .
Both systems have their merits and drawbacks. One
program, designed in the early 1960's, attempted to
combine beneficial aspects of each system. The 500
'scientists who constructed the pr~am combined the
encouraging of creativity in relationship to teaching
the basic learning skills.
Called Science-A-Process Approach (SAPA), it
equips the studeilt with skills for defining and solving
. problems he may encounter in the future. The
system revolves around what the scientist does
rather than emphasis on facl
Learnmg the scientists ' systematic behavior
~nds on o~atiooal skills. Learning his process
of (tiscovery WID help the student prepare for his own
independent thinkmg by relating the scientists'
. methodology in solving their own problems.
Surveys conducted where SAPA was tested showed
~e system worked. For several <;ompetencies taught
m the program, 90 per cent of the students achieved
90 per cent
Furthermore educators reported curious students
applied ~ science competency skills when learning
art, SOCial studies, communications, independent
~andacti· .
• SAPA was desiJpt
iodergarten through sixth
grade students. ODviousJy i . I also needed in bigber
education. Programs at ev
level are Deedec:f for
pi~ up stUdents at
current skills and
progressing then towards i ependent thinking,
COIIl(l!!teDcy, aDd UDders
' .
Failure to incGrporate
a system in our
eclIcational fOUDdatiolll prevents many from paving
their own roads to dbc:oVeI'y.

--...... ~ D.l1y ~
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Texas and West V~inia.
.
In Illinois, Oklahoma and West Virgipia, his
research showed, a governor or former governor was
convicted of a crime, while in Maryland, New York
and New Jersey, members or fonner members of
Congress were convicted on various bribery and
corruption charges.
•
He said "important recent outbreaks of
corruption" also have occurred in Alabama
Arizona, Colorado, Kentucky, Louisiana:
,~~chusetts, Michi~an. Missouri and Ohio, while
slgmficant scandals have hit such states as
~~s, Washington, Delaware and Mississippi, with
~~~~~~~.but less serious incidents occuring in

'News ~na1ysis
"States like Wisconsin, Minnesota and, perhaps,
California, where a reformed style has successfully
taken root. are unusual and do not represent the
mainstream of present -day politics ," PintoDuschinsky said.
In his .paper, he argued that corruption in
American politics today is caused mainly by human
nature. the growth of governmental activity. the
profusion of elective offices and morality laws.
" It is a mistake to expect corruption to disappear
as long as human nature remains unchanged,"
Pinto-Duschinsky said. Moreover. he said, the
tremendous growth of government between 1930 and
1970 "has produced new scope for corruption."
"Since the 1960s. federal aid arising out of
President Johnson's Great Society legislation has
been on a scale unparalled in U.S. history and, in the
process, has provided a bonanza of graft. Hardly any

large federal program has been unaffected,'; PintoOuChiIL'Iky said
In addition, he said, the growth in governmental
regulatory activities, particularly zoning, "has
~ed rich n~w seam~ of corrupti?n."
Ptnto-Duschinsky saId a profUSIon of elective
offices in the nation bas contributed to corruptio.n by
confusing voters and causing low voter turnout and
by ma.king many candidates rely on campaign
backers who had to be rewarded in soru.e manner:
The .independent. politician ' who refuses to give or
receive favors IS doomed to ineffectiveness, he
contended.
Finally, Pinto-Duschinsky said. " laws against
gam~ling . and prostitution in . the U.S. give . . . a
specla.\ stImulus to graft. Since it is accepted that
such laws .are art~i<:ial , policemen regularly accept
payments from criminals to insure non-enforcement.
In the past, many political scientists have
considered graft and corruption to be the result of
.e du<:ational or m~terial deprivation among
Immigrant groups, Pmto-Duschinsky said.
~ccording to this theory graft and corruption
eXisted because of a society which placed great
emphasis on social mobility and materiataffluence,
but which denied immigrants the ability to achie.ve
these goals through legal means.
" The implicit assumption was that once these
particular circumstances changed, corruption would
... decline of its own accord," Pinto-Duschinsky said.
However. he argued, " the increasingly middle
class character of American political life has not
resulted in a drastic decline in corruption." Instead,
corruption " has merely taken the new forms
appropriate to middle-class society."
Just as a typical immigr:!!Jt of the 1930s ;YYight
have needed a city-patronage job. a sack of coal or a
Christmas turkey from a party boss, a typical
suburbanite of the 19705 may now need a lower tax
assessment for his home or a loning variance or a
government contract Jor his business. PintoDuschinsky said.
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Opinion &Gommentary
EDITORIAL POLICY- The general policy of !he Deily Egyplian is to prOYidl! an open fa"um for
di5CUS5ion of Issues and ideas. Opinions expressed on !he editorial pages do not necessarily reflect IhoIoe d
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_ to Editorial Page Editor. Deily EgypI~. Rocrn 12.47. Communications Building. Let1erS shaJld Ill!
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dassification and major. faculty memben I>v department and rank. non-academic SIlIff rnernbI!rs I>v
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~tters
Seeks pen pal
To the Daily Egyptian:
I am an inmate at the Kentucky State Penitentiary
at Eddyville, and my reason for writing is my desire
for correspondence.
Communicating with the outside is very important
to me because the world,doesn' t stop while I am in
here. So it's up to me to keep pace and writing is my
on.\y way.
I hope that this request will be accepted with the
'same sincerity with which I have written it. I will
greatly appreciate whatever consideration you may
be willing to give.
Ray Riggs 30126
Box 128 4CH 504
Eddyville, Kentucky 42038

DOONESBURY

Watch your step
To the Daily E~yptian :
About a week ago, as I was i::sving the third floor of
. the Technology Building, a " near miss" accident
occurred . A student carrying a drafting " T" in her
knapsack turned to greet a friend and hit another
student on the side of the face with the " T". The "near
miss" I refer to is that a few inches or a few seconds
difference could have resulted in a severe injury to
the eye of an SIU student.
. I am writirig in the hope that we will all be more
aware and therefore more careful, especially in the
busy stairwells during beginning and end of class
rushes and ~ .UH:reby pr.ev!!nt eye and other types of
preventable m)unes {rom occurring.
Alice E . Miller
Graduate Student
Health Education

by Garry Trudeau

Apathy frightening
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.This year, a maJon~y of the natlon!1 eligIble voters.
will not make the trip to the polls .lD November.
Peter D. Hart ~~h ~18tes, Inc.

haf

determined that 70 lIullion eligIble voters aren t

go~~::: ~e!:' that whoever wins the presidential
election, any menti,?n o~ a mandate would border on
the ridiculous, conslde!"1n~ that about 70 ~r ce!lt o(
those that could vote dldn t bother to consIder either
him or his oppo~nt..
.,
The Hart or~aruzat;ion also did an m-depth study of
those that don t vote Inan effort to flOd out ~hy. ~ut
of a sample of 1,446 non-voters, some dISturb 109
statistics ~me to light:
.
~ne .third. of probable n?n-v.o ters t~ the
election IS uOlmportant; that IS, It doesn t really
matter who is running.
.
-Half the respon~ent's reasons for . not votmg
ranged from " CandIdates say one thmg and do

n"';al
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primaries, it is tha!e that survive, not win, who
receive the nomination. How is it tha~ the major
party choices (or President this year is a (ormer
congressman who three years ago didn't even think
about being President and an obscure (ormer
Georgia governor we.a ring his religion on !J.il! sleeve?

where they stand? It would be at the very Ieut
. phenomenal
But that's asking a lot, isn' t it! ActuaDy telling
people to be well-informed, telliDg them not only to
vote, but to make an intelligent choice. not (or the old
reasons such as being a liCe-long Democrat or

anything, the projected 70 million voters who will
stay home November 8 is an indictment o( our
political system.
For years, political analysts and campaign
advisors worked on the assumption that a major
party presidential candidate will is guaranteed 40
per cent of the vote, no matter how ridiculous he is
perceived, though George McGovern didn' t quite
make 40. So the Presidential candidates in effect are
going after the 20 per cent considered undecided.
And with that goes the assumption that only half the
eligible voters will tum out.
It is unlikely the parties will change; after all, they
have a good thing going. But what would their
reaction be if suddenly 75, 80 or even 90 per c~nt of
the voters turned out? Even better, what if the voters
came to the polls well-informed and made it known
to the candidates before the election they don' t care
how pretty they are, how smooth they talk, ho good

may be perceived as having a lot of
Tough. For too long, people runrili:g (or office have
had it easy in terms of accountability. While not all
our elected representatives are brlllnless, corrupt
nurds, el10ugh of them do manage to place
themselves in government. And it is not completely
their fault. After all, try as they might. they cannot
cast thousands of votes (or themselves; it must be
done for them. Having only half of all eligible voters
to deal with ooly makes it easier for them.
It really doesn't seem like much to ask. All that
need to be done is for everyone\o read newspapers
and magazines for something other than the funnies,
Dear Abby, and gossip.
The Silent Majority that . Rkh3rd Nixon once
claimed as his own exists; it exists to the point where
they don' t even vote--the simplest way to make
noise. Until a movement toward -higher citizen
participation begins, we' re going to be stuck with
choices like Ford and Carter for some time to"come.

tol~ ~c~fo~h:~rsU:t~~ra::'~V~=e[f

~~~~lican.

another," and "Watergate proved t at elected
officials are only out for themselves," to " I just don' t
bOther with politics."
The last reason is especially disturbing. Voter
participation has decreased over the years in
national elections. In 1968, which featured the choice
of Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey, and George
Wallace, 67.8 per cent of registered voters turned
out. a comparatively respectable total in American
politics. In 1972, 63 PIJ. cent cast votes in the NixonMcGovern fiasco. BUt in 1974, at the height of
distrust in government, only 44.7 per cent bothered to
participate, albeit no presidential election was held.
In other words. in spite of the '1atergate scandal,
which presumably would heighten concern over our
elected officials. 63 mill ion persons but of a
population of 212 million determined who would sit in
Congress, to say nothing of state and local elective
offices.
Voter participation, or the lack of it, in this country
is nothing less than disturbing, even frightening. No
law exists saying anyone 18 years of age or older has
to'vote, nor should any such law exist. But compare
our pitiful voter turnouts. to West Germany, a
democracy which consistently has a better than 90
per cent turnout every election. Other democracies
can equal that statistic.
So what is it with American politics? What is it that
will produce a better voter turnout?
There is a move in the country to make voter
registration easier, such as by mail, as practiced in
North Dakota. But the Hart study also determ ined
from their survey of non-voters making registration
easier won't make much difference; physical
limitations on voting is not the problem, it is a
matter of attitude.
Time and again, what we get for presidential
candidates in this country are certainly not the best
qualified men to run for the highest office in the land.
It is those candidates with voter appeal, those that

.. P~mphlets need changing

SIU bureaucracy off mark on new .student needs
By Michael Ulreicb
Jwdor
.JeamaUam aDd ElemeDtary EdIlcatioD
To the Daily Egyptian,
We've all bad to put up with bureaucracy in our
lives. It is a function generally associated with
government and is usually known as unresponsive,
impersonal, and ineffective. In short, a devilish
force that is very diffICult to deal with n rmally.
Some people have mIlCh-experience in dealing with
these offices and some are being introduced to
bu(eallCracy at their first semester at Slu.
Maybe it's because the prospective student
imagines that a university is above incompetency or
maybe they are fooled by the " Welcome to Slu"
brochures that lead one to believe ~at the
organization takes a personal interest in the welfare
01 every student wishing to attend their school.
I wrote three times as a new student to inquire
about off~arnpus housing and received each time
three broc
enti~ "On-<:arnpus Single Student
Housing" .
. lly I made a trip to campus and
inadvertently
of "Off-<:ampus Listings" put
out by University H . g. I copied all 01 their leads
and wasted eight hours
. 'out leads which had
been filled days ago.
I was lucky enough to . d a trailer on my own two
miles away, when the nearest thing SIU knew about
was in Murphysboro. Later, I read in the DailY
Egyptian 10 students were left without OIH:8mpus

housing. There are just so many students and just so
much housing. How could theY' have overlooked 70
students? H students didn' t live off-campus, the
student population of SIU would be limited to those
students who were able to cram into the dormitories.
I think SIU has the responsibility to assure housing
is available for all students, on-and off'i:alJlpus.
The F inancial Aid Office is one of the most
. arrogant and patronizing of the bureaucracies, on

"J
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the order of an unemployment agency, with the same
sort of l-got-you-by-the-purse-strings attitude. I had
asked (or specific information and received their
lovely pamphlet that advertised a complete package
01 financial aid for the prospective student. Doesn' t
that sound nice? It is also misleading. Visiting the
campus in July, I was told to return to the office the
rtrst week of school and I wou.ld be given a student
job as part of the Student Work program and the
package.
.
My own personal f'lnancial aid p~ turned out
to be: L no student job (there weren t any left by the
first week of schooV and, 2. a one-month deJay in the

processing of my Guaranteed Loan. Total aid to
date: O. I am now a student with my first month's
rent and tuition paid, but without the money to buy
books or continue for more than a month. The nice
brochure never told me about the $50-$100 needed
just to tum on the electricity and gas.
The short term emergency loan is also a joke.
Besides taking at least a day to process, ooly a
certain number 0( applications are handed out each
morning. H a student at SIU has an emergency (say
he or she doesn't have anything to eat>, theY'd better
be able to wait.
The only time thaf SlU see:!!S to be . coocemed
about ~ ~t~HS when he or she is unable to (ork up
the tUltlOCV/Jy the due date. Then they .cut your
registration until the green 01 your money is seen as
if you p.bui to cheat them out o( an education.
I woUlCi like to bring to ~!!e _attteation 01 the
president'o( SIU, Warren Brandt, ~oeed to rewrite
crucial SlU pamphlets, and to reorgaBize the housiDg
department to mAke it tota
comprebensiye in
serving student housiDg ~ J rurtber suaest a
committee or students be hired to effect tbeIIe
cbanges. If SIU has enough DrOoey to erect DeW
struct1D'eS on campus, then surely it has eaougb
money and resources (like the Off"ace 01 Student
Financial Aid) to ensure agaiD8t student pGftrty. It
is hard to do your' best academic:a.lIy and beat the
wolf away (rom the door at the same time- Or is it
true education is only opeD to tbe rich?
0.I1y E~ ~ 9. 1~ " . 5
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Carter rally s~ted for 8,pringfield
~'i:!~

(AP S ~~ a~~
aunch ~my Carter'.
pai(pI visit to IlliDois since

. selay

1Jrst
c-'.

::mIoa::'~~d ~.tial

Appearances in Peoria and
(bleego are scheduled for later in
the day.
Carter- aides said the candidate
would Oy into Springfield from Ohio
arolDld 11 :30 a .m. and would speak
at the Capitol rally at 12 : 15 p.m .
They said he would leave for
Peoria at 1:30 p.m ., arriving at 2
p.m . for an airport rally.
Carter is then 5(heduled to travel

:~ ~:!'s~t~:~,~~~:t:~~s:.f~a~~

would shake hands with workers as

:!1 s~nt:~ ~hlfv~t!r~:s~r~'i~~

rally .
"Our registration is pitifully
down ." said David Law. a
spokesman for Local 974 of the
United Auto Workers , which
represents some 20.000 of the plant's
30,000 workers .
Law said a recent survey of union
members showed only about 28 per
cent were registered voters.
Carter is scheduled to leave
Peoria at 4 p.m . and fly into
Chicago 's Midway ' rport , aides
said .
A rally at Evergreen Shoppih

Center in southwest Chicago is' scheduled
to
address
the
scheduled~o~ 1:C~lo said: ~OC[atic State ConvemioD at 8: 15

1.t:WI.
I '
'SAlLOW ......
~~on:eoul:O::~~O ~!. a~ 1
~h:n~:e~~~~U: ~:~~b~~~~i::y~ereunsure
Starts TOMORROW'!
'1M1lllT'l1IA~
I
UNIVERSITY 4
I
1
I
tici~

kicb~.

with Mayor
dida
Daley. Sen: Adlai E . Stevenson and 4ea~ c:rca~o ~edp,!~ f!~
other Democratic officials in the Mil uk
his des
party 's traditional torchlight
. ~a ee, . . ai
said.
p8~:S said Carter is expected to Aides saId ttiey were .hopeful
join the parade around 8 p.m. and
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GREGORY
PECK
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REMICK
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6:00,8:10

6:00, 8:00

Grantsmanship Tra ining Program
Meeting. 8 a .m .-IO p.m ., Student
Center Mississippi & Ohio Room .
Head Star t Workshop Meetink. 9
a .m .·3 p .m . . Student Cerfter
Missouri Room
Board of Trustees Meeting. 9 a .m .·S
p.m .. Student Center Vermilion
Room .
Bicentennial Festival of Black
American Music Meeting. 10 a .m .'
5 p.m .• Student Center Auditorium
SCPC Playb i ll. II a .m .- I p .m ..
Student Center South Patio
Free School-Dance Class. 5-8 p.m ..
Student Center Ballroom C
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KEATON
KEATON
KEATON
KEATON
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A special series of the silent short and feature
/ength comedies of 8Uster Keaton
S.pt.. 13

Our Hospitality (1923)
Nelghbora( 1920)

S.pt.

20 Sherlock Jr. ( 1924)

B

, Israel Student Organization. 7 :30
p.m .. Hillel House .
Chapel Bible Study. 12 : 20 & 4:05 '
p .m . . Baptist Student Center
Chapel.
Classics Cl ub . 7 :30 p .m .• Pinch
Penny Pub.

The Haunted Houae ( 1921)
Daydreama (1922)

S.pt.

27 The Navigator (1924)
The Goat (1921)
. Seven Chances ( 1925)
The Blaokamlth ( 1922)
The Boat ( 1921)

Oct. 4
Oct. 1 1

Go West ( 1925)
The Playhouae ( 1921)

Battling Butler ( 1.926)
The High Sip ( 1920)

The General ( 1926)
Th. Pal.face ( 1921)
College ( 1927)
Th• •eotrlo Houae( 1922)

Steamboat Bill Jr. (1928)
Th. Pro••n North (1922)

Nov.
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7:00 9:00
,:00
Stu. Cfr. ~ium
,

29Spite Marriage (1929)
Th. Soareorow( 1920)
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PIIgt 6.

'''The Camer'a man( 1928)
Con91ot 18 ( 1920)
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Thursday

Southern Players-Godspell. 8 p.m ..
University Theater Tickets : $2.00
& $4.00

W~~de~: !e~ite~':~:~:~O c!.m..
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GActivities

. Christians Unlimited Class. 10-11
a .m .• Student Center Act. Room A
ptji Alpha Theta Meeting . 7-10 p.m ..
Wham Faculty Lounge
Dental Hygienists Meeting. 7:30-10
. p.m .. Home Ec. Lounge

-mE SAILOR WHO FEll FROM GRACE

..
- - - - - - - - - WITH

451-6751

MARTY
FELDMAN

Auditorium
Free School-Hatha Yoga , 7 :30-9:30
p.m .. Student Center Kaskaskia
Room .
Free School-Astrology , 7 : 30-9 :30
p.m .. Student Center Saline Room .
Sailing Club Meeting, 9-10 p .m .•
Lawson 141
.
Canoe & Kayak Club Meeting. 7:3010 p.m ., Student Center Act. Room
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Mi UJaukee schQols .start first phase of integration
MILWAUKEE (AP)-"U's jllllt
llke allY other first day of lclIool,"

=d~tr!:t ~a:,:~\Je1::':~~

to make everyone feel welcome and
comlortable."
Balistreri's comments came as
another school year began Tuesday
morning f~ some 110,000 students in
the Milwaukee public lclIool system.
But there is a difference this
year-Milwaukee is embarking on
the first phase of a three-year radal
integration program ordered by
U.S. Dist. Judge John Reynolds.
And school officials reported that
outside of routine first-day confusion
and delays, the integration process
got off to a smooth start.
Reynolds, acting on a 1965 suit
r'liI!d on behalf of a grOup ci black
and wnite children , deClared fn
January that the Milwaukee school
system was intentionally and un ·
constitutionally segregated . He
ordered the school board to begin
work at once on an integration plan,
giving it leeway to decide how it
should be done.
to ~r::~;o 8~~~~~i~e~~t~~~~

~~~:Id!t~ser!:~a~~f:~~st~~

in the case. In May. h~om ·
mended a voluntary pupil transfer
plan to go into effect this year.
Further steps toward more com ·
plete integration of the Iss-school
system which are to follow in the
next two years are certain to involve
mandatory pupil assignment.
The voluntary plan which was
being put into effect Tuesday in·
volves busing or traosfer of only

~~ ~:'~~~'s ~r:!eOfe~~hle~lat~k~

• syslem to surpass the court-ordered
goal of attaimng a black enrollment
of between 25 and 45 per cent in at·
least one·third of the sc~ools this '
fall.

ba'!:d

~~==t~~:; =~~; It's been that way year
or magnet schools designed to in,At the 38th, Street Elementary
terest students in leaving their own . SChool 011 the city's West Side. the
neigb~oods to attend class.
biggest opeQing day problem inFor example, Balist~eri's ath wived a bit.of ~m stemming
Street School is a newly integrated from a c.hange m the room numfacility which is to provide alter- bering system, according to Prionative education programs for cipa) Emma Jabs.
Miss Jabs said things were going
junior high school students.
Other specialty schools offer open "very nicely" at the school. where
classroom program
. s, Montessori voluntary transfers have cut the
techniques, fundamental education student body from 65 per cent blac:k
or classes for the gifted student.
last year to about 40 per cent thiS

pr:~S~d,,~e~U~~.~~ ~~~

r::

McMurrin as the best way for encouraging voluntary integration.
McMurrin spent Tuesday morning
making visits several of the schOols,
passing out buttons bearing a
handshake symbol and the words
"SchQOI Spirit and Community
Pride."
"I'm glad you are prepared. " he
told one student. " It ·s going to be a
good school year for all of us and we
want to learn as much as we can."
Generally, things went smoothly
throughout the system. with the only
real problems stemming from
c'o nfusion about new bus assign ments . Some buses were running
late. and a few students were left
stranded without the rides they were
waiting for .
At one school. McMurrin had to
moveon after waiting 35 minutes for
the arrival of buses carrying black
students. The school . previously all
white. is expected to be 22 per cent
black this year.
" Generally speaking it has been a
very quiet day for us. " a school
administrator said of Tuesday
morning ' s activity . " It 's not
~nything we didn ' t expect for an

fall .
" U's moving more smoothly than

:~~:!~ct~~r"h~,~~~'~~:~s~

Pedestrians smiled and waved at
youngsters be.ing bused from the
Nortbwest Side to the 4tb Street
School in a predominantly black
neighborhood. The sdIooI Is newly
integrated as a center for gifted
students.

Joy Fum TranIportatioa, . . 01 the
five private firma that proYide the
system's student tran.portalion.
"The buses malle trips to then
locations and find DO one there and
they walt. ..

One bus took an hour and a balf to
More than 100 black children reach
its scbooI. And in me Calf!,
boarded a bus on the North Side and eight students aboard an ex-

s:.r~~~i:th~:d/!c;:ne:~~ ~tiso=;;;?:o ':'rs~ c::

one black pupil was enrolled last
year . Principal Grace Bescb
greeted eacb new pupil 'with an
apple-shaped name tag.
H appeared that a number of
children who are expected to be

:::::-:: ~vZs~*: ~rJ:~.

for aides. from everybody . .
Everyone seems to know wh-at to do .
In fact . we have almost more help
"That really messes things up, "
than we need."
said Ruth Decker, a dispatcher for

their parents, wbo had been
following the bus.

.,
ALL SEATS $1

plaYBILL
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beginning a semester
noontime
musical entertainment
of

fine

Itlis Thunday

CONRAD & BENTLEY
11

a.m. - 1 p.m.

South ' Patio Student

Center

7:00 and 9:00
Ends St!IurdIIy!

drop by .. .

relax . ..

Student Work
lists job openings
The following jobs for student
workers have been listed by the
Office of Student Work and
Financial Assistance.
To be eligible. a student must be
enrolled full·time and must have a
current ACT Family Financial
Statement on file. Applications may
be made at the Student Work Office,
Woody Hall-B, third floor.
Jobs available as of Sept. 7:
Clerical, typing necessary-l0
openings, morning hours ; one
opening. afternoon hours ; two
openings, flexible hours.
Clerical. typing and shorthand
necessary-one opening, morning
hours.
Janitoria1--one opening. 10 a .m.' 1
p. m .~ two openings. 8 a.m.-noon ;
one opening. 12:30-4:30 p.m.
Miscellaneous-one openingheavy lifting. binding reports,
delivery, 8 a .m.-noon or 8~ io':30
a .m.;
one
opening-Grinnell
·Cafeteria proctor, 10:30 a.m.-l :30
p:m.; six or seven openings for nude
models, flexible bol1l'ii.

,~-.,

. ~-

~.~

1(1Ufl~W1!1
THE MOST HIGHLY

ACCLAIMED ALM OF 1974!
"'CHINATOWN' IS ABRILLIANT
CINEMATIC POEM IN THE STYLE
OF POE CIRCA 1974!"
-PaI.J Z'tnmermaII, ~

"'CHINATOWN'! IT IS THE FINEST
AMERICAN FILM OF THE YEAR,
WHICH IS NOT SAYING NEARLY
ENOUGH!"
-Ctafes CJlarrJiin. Los Angeles Times

"FORGET HITCHCOCK. WE'VE'GOT
POLANSKI !"
- TOOl ~ FtilirI,J Stooe

II

'CHINATOWN' IS AN EXOTIC AND
CUNNING ENlIRTAINMENT!"
-Jay QJcks, Ttme Mat;aziIe

It's a beHer movie than 'Blazing Saddles'
or IYoung frankenstein'.-ROllina Stone

4i'
t

" A cheerfully loused up
version of King Arthur's
G rail hunt. Recklessly funny
and so metimes a matter of
comic geniu s, a triumph of
errancy and muddle."
Pf'lIeiO!,t'
r iC'

Tire

Gillia/f .

Yorkr r

~pell'
MlkeG.....lu
Stade. Writer
. •
.
In the beginning, Unda Ka.ta.lik,

tJ;Ie aid of 10~ actors, created a
~ m July ~t produced SO!'Ie
IID~ and srudters. And see~

with

that It was good; Ms. Kostalik
decided to expand her show.
'Ibis was not done in seven days ,

show reviewed as Biblical blast

on visual effects, it still relies
heavily on the actor's interpretation
of the script.
"Godspell" is based loosely on the
GOIpel according to St. Matthew.
It 's sort of a living Bible whose
messages come to life through an
assortment of songs, dance and
lIOIIle very funny vaudevilJe-type
skits.

~~e~~~~itinw~;er:~r~hee~ai~~ pa~:~:~!!li~mb~:'rn i~t::~~~

~~arl;=s
K~:,~~n ~~~I ;:~~r b~~~1~ s~~a~c::rl~~
" Godspell", which opened Wed · parables of "The Good Samaritan,"
:~. night,

revolves like a globe
Watching the actors dance.
bounce, leap and swish across the
stage in some of the most colorful
musical '":IlIlbers you ',,:e e.ver seen,
accomparued by a 5wmgmg quar·
tet- under the direction .of Mike
Hanes-gives the impression of a
kaleidoscope of colored images

relativelYeQWIl, was tllat of Jesus
Olrist, portrayed very movingly by
.
The rest of the cast, Cheryl
Foland, Jane Killingsworth, Paul
Lwldregan, David T. McCracken ,
Julie McQuain, Tracey Moore ,
Darryl M. Phinnessee and Jeffrey
Swanson gave smashingly terrific
performances that generated 8
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Louis Linder.

~ Review
::::::::::::::,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.

;~~~:.r~~~eh;t:ri~~~~u~~ e?~~~~e p:!~i~~~ :;;ecfa~:.man
when taken for their face value.
Much of the show's strength lies
within it's actor's abilities to turn in
top-notch comedic performances.
Janie Grebeck roared through the
theater like a cheerful tornado ,
leaving laughter and applause in her
path of construction .

ex~en~~o~~ ~~rs:!!sdependS ro~t~:h~l~o::~r::! ~!::~

For GodspelJ is pure, good, and
"Bleas The Lord," and "All For
The Best," are two of the most truly. truly, I say unto you. it is Olle
spectacular, razzl~e numbers 01 the bt:st damn shows of the year!
of the show. "Day by Day," the hit
soog from " Godspell " carried llght
Imcomplicated chor~aphy which
ENZYMES
made it easy to listen to and watch .
MAMARONECK , N .Y . ( AP)The musical doesn't incorporate

Whi~eS~~p ~~~
:~~~~f~s~~~: ~fct;:rC:~:f~~ ~~'
reactions, are found in all living

with the audience.

Kostalik , director<horeographer.
believes that the bigger the
aUdience , the better the show .
Kostalik is correct , for "GodspeU,"
above aU else. is a celebration, and
what any celebration needs most is
people. It 's main message is to love
your neighbor and rejoice in the fact
that you 've got a neighbor to love .

organisms. They are essential to
virtually aU "Vital bodily processes
in human beings, such as the
digestill'l 0( food.

As an example. doctors have
found that before milk and milk
At risk of unJodging the log from
products can be properly digestedmy eye to point out a few spees to tlie
absorbed by our bodies and used as
cast . many complained that in
fuel - lactose, a large sugar
several quickly sung songs the lyrics
moleeuJe found in milk. must be
were rattled off so rapidly they were
lost.
I strongly urge anyone who isn't broken down and converted to
Other than that. it would be more wrapped up in the usual SIU bric·a · smaller molecules . This is
difficult to find fault with thi
brac to attend a " GodspeU " per· accomplished by an enzyme called
lactase which is found in the cells
=~i~et~~ ~~ra aDl~:clle~ to g~ ~t~~~c; :t"8T:.~~ay. Friday , or lining the smaU Intestine.

Reader's theatre
tryouts to e h~ld

Th(l anSW(lr is simply ...
DO·tlOTHirtG

Auditions for the Calipre Stag

~~~~~,ti:U ~ ';:Jl~I!Ja~W!~
Tuesday nights Sept 13 and 14, from
7
p.m .
·9
p.m .
in
the
Communications Building Lounge.
"The Dunwich Horror " is a
principle story in a supernatural
style developed by H.P. Lovecraft,
a Iiorror.story ~Titer of the '2l\s and
'!lis.

)f~@©)@[fO@~@
2V SPORTSWEAR

Sh~~~t~e~itfe~s~~;s, a~i~

supernatural terror have been
widely reprinted in paperback and
are undergoing a renewetl
popularity. A mOVie version of " 1)he
Dunwich Horror " was made in the

~8

OtNERS CLUB
AMERICAN EXPRESS

"

Iat£. ~ ~ .

The story considered by critics to
be one of Lovecran's best. It was
adapted for Reader's Theater by
Robert Fish. assistant professor of
speech and director of the
production, and by Winston
Throgmorton. senior speech major.
Auditions are open to everyone.
and no advance preparation is
necessary . The show will be
performed over HaUoween weekend
in late October.
HERITAGE
VALLEY FORGE . Pa (AP ) - If
the asphalt sh ingl es installed on
American homes were laid out. they
would circle the globe t.48O times at
the equator. a distance of 37 mil.lion
miles.
Research conducted by the Home
Institute of Certain·teed Corp. shows
American homeowners have in·
staUed more than 65 billion of the
weatherproof shingles.

SOUTHl","'D

PUBLIC HEALTH .
WORKERS NEEDS)
1. Heenh Educaitor. Jackson
County resident preferred,
BIIIctIeIor's degl"l!e in Healtn
Education required . Public
Health experience desired .
Salary. sa,I96. If applicant hils
M.S. in Health Education,
Salary $10.(8).
2. CcIrmIIritr "-Ih PI'ognm
Paeltlon _ . . . . tor: Rural
Health COordinator, CO'nmunity
Health Registered Nurse,
Practical Nurse, & Home
Health
d. Experienced
Jackson County Residents

THE BENCH
Now offers Sunday Noon Dinner
All the chicken
you can eat

preferred.
~ 8InIWt8n- I .In.
~ Bachelor's degree with
major counes In physical and
biological
sciences.
No
ecpertenc:e I1IaSS8ry. Salary

..

Baked Ham
Dinn.r
( AU· you can eat
except meat)

( baked or fried)

$3.25

"196-

"nltartan I: 2 years
profeul~1 experience In
EtNfF'Clllr'*1tltI Health and a
8ed1efcr's degree with major
courses In the physical &
biological sdenc1IS. ftIust be
reglsWrwj In the Sta1II d IlIInoi.
or eligible for registration.
Salary .,132.
I. YA ~ Damesttc

$3.95

..

...,.nnoa

,.....

Prime Rib
( all you can eat except meat)

$4.50
All dinners include:
Salad bar, 3 vegetables, Ho-made bread, coffee or ea
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Don't Forget -We also have Lob-Ste.r Nite on Sunday Evening

..-...-",
ID:

....... CaunIr

Serving 12:00-3:00

Beginning this Sunday, Sept. 12th

L_
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~
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1976 .

,
As Aiways
Across from -the courthouse in M'boro
Priva
Rooms Available

684·3470

ToolJeht!

,,89

Spaghetti

ALL YOU CAN EAT
with hot bread & butter
.,~

II • .,.

"~".,.r,

Joe Kretsch, gradua student in plant and
.soil sciences, inspects the " Villard Blanc"

ror J oe Kretsch. graduat udent in
(llant and soil sciences. retsch is
researching the winema king
potential of locally-grown grapes.
More than 300 varieties of grapes
- are currently being grown at the
U1inois Horticultural Experiment
Station <lHES). on Chautauq ua
Road west of SIU. James Mowry .
professor in plant and soil sciences.
has been researching the grapes to
determine their adaptation to local
growing conditions. The grapes are

now producing enough fruit to be
evaluated for their winema king

cat::~~~~~~~tr::~:o p~~~t~~~;on
could be an alternativefor the peach
and apple growers of the area who
frequently suffer through lean years
anjl adverse weather conditions.
sa¥s Kretsch in his research

pr~~'IY ';"'inery now operating in

U1inois is located near Nauvoo. The
wines produced there are ordinary
wines which appeal to a local
market . Kretsch said.
Kretsch has picked 54 varieties of

Fna~ii:r'::~a~s~~~g~~~I>;'~~~~~

hybrids. Others have been found
suitable for midwest areas such as
Ohio. He will run two sets of test on
the wine . for pH . acids . sc.luble
solids a nd alcohol percentage. He
plans to have a panel judge the
wines for appearance . bouquet ,
body and quality.
Kretsch 's proposal calls for the
project to run from fall. 1976 through
fall. 1977 in order to get two year 's
data on the grapes. Next year, he
plans to study about 100 varieties.

tll~

, . .t~.t.

rr:l~

I . . . . .1

Now Ser-l7ing
11 a.m.-9 p.m.

a French hybrid grape used to make white
wine. (Staff photo by Chuck F isherman )

Student makeSwine for research;
project .may help Illinois growers
By Paige Tyley
SbideDt Writer
Winemaking is more than a hobby

..

BRATWURST
FASSBURGER . . . . .
FASSBURGER (with Swiss)
CORNED BEEF
....
CORNED BEEF (with Swiss)
REUBEN . . .
ROAST BEEF . . . . . .
ROAST BEEF (with Swiss) .
BARBEQUE BEEF . . . .

. 1.65
. 1.80
. 2.00
. 2.25
. 2.40
. 2.50
. 2.05
. 2.25
. 2.25

(All Of The Above Served On A Soft Ro ll Wi th Fass Fries)

Stop In for a Double Brat & Beer '1.60

[p~ cB[nJ~
&~~®

TODAY ONLY
8 d.m

to

5 pm.

La r:l (l, va rl<l.ty
di r~c,t from
~ lor·lda.

Pnc<z;--s trool
8'140

IIYE~JITT

K STIItE
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Pre-debote .bow

Auditons for the Parents' Day Cabaret Theater will be
held 7:30 p.m . Thursday in the Big Muddy Room of the
Student Center _Actors, singers, dancers and'all other types
of perfonners are needed and are welcome to auditon .
Professor . Byron Raizis of the English Department
was one of the seven speakers at the Third International
Lord Byron Seminar, held Aug . 3(}-5ept. 3, in Athens and in
Missolonghi, Greece.

rI --·

~~~knI
presidential debates. The debate.
whlcb will be a preview to the FordCacam~ed' Doibye-theMondamaJ.or}e debnetwatesor;._lDwbeiJI
be aired at 9 p.m. 00

""
Tuesday, Sept.

14.
The program will present major
~;:sdeb~ ~tr:: b~~

Agronsky.
a G~:.n.arn~::a~Ls

:i~:~:

Phi Alpha Theta, a.n international history honors society ,
will hold its first meeting of the fall semester 7 p.m .
Thursday in the second floor lounge in Wham Building . All
graduate and undergraduate history students are invited to
attend. Those interested in joining the organization may do
SO at the meeting or by contacting Margo Carlock , Janice
Latoza, or Sue Ellen Little in the History Department (453-

critic. and journalists, such as
George Will, Sander Vanocur,
Stanley Kamow d Newsweek and a

4391) .
The STU Association for Childhood Education will sponsor
a seminar on child abuse, at 7 p.m . Thursday in Davis
Auditorium . The guest speakers will be JO.hn All~ of the
Illinois Regional Office of Child and Family Service and
George Kennedy , Carbondale police chief.

WASH1NGTON
( AP )
- A
Bicentennial exhibit of 388
paintings, drawings, prints and

~

-

FREE

i

YM.UAa2 COUlON . _ -

~~~m~~
coupon

good th

r.J

Sept 11
-
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Red carpet car Wash
IIt'-~
II
>
Walnut at Marion
I
I ______Carbondale,
Illinois
1.
VAWA8l.£ COUlON _ _ _ _ _ _ .1
: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :
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You're ,."UTS
If You Don't Crack Into A

~~~~~roa~~Ni~o~~d_

Carter debate Jive the evening of
Sept. Zl.
BlCENI'ENNIAL SHOW

:

:
•

•

~IRt~re~ :~:rt ~/~e~~~o!~

CoIJectioo d Fine Arts, Smithsonian
lnstitutim. The show " examines how
Students inter.e.Jted in attending a meeting Thursday of
American art has been identified
Students for DaKin, a voluntary organization working for
with the changing concepts and
Joseph Dakin's campaign for state representative, should
ideals associated with the United call Dawn Heon at 549-7841. _ .....----------Sta-t-esCIV-e-rthe--.,;pa5-t-2DO-";,,y-ears-.-.. -a

·ClatlJ to IJtudy
landlord relatioRIJ
By B.B. KAIpIowIb
Dally Egypdu Stan Wrlt.er

A new course will be offered next
semester which the organizers hope
will help student
cope with
Iandlcrds. The course, LandlordTenant Relatioos, is being offered in
the department of Family and

~~:m;c t;;r:!~ml~r::· sc~ 1
student wiU be teaching the class.
Eaten said the course, open to all
graduate and undergraduate
students, will be worth three hours
d credit and be taught one night a
week. He said the exact time and
lUlmber of the course has not been
determined.
Eaten said the course is being
funded by the office of Vice
President for Student Affairs Bruce
Swinburne. " The course was
des igned primarily to benefit offcampus stUdents in their relations
with landlords ," said Eaten . He
added that he felt the course would
·aIso help students to deal with the
problems of renting an apartment
after they have jO"aduated.
Eaten said the course was offered
in a more relaxed format as a free
school class last year. He said the
goal of the course was to teach

'==v~_=~~P~~Ir::~~~
security deposits, insurance and

Tonight's
tropical drink
special

ZOMBIE
7 ii~
•• Iy

Hours:
8 p.m-1 Lm Wed.-Th.
7 p.m-2 Lm. Fri. & SaL

··
···
··

DAILY EGYPTIAN
CLASSIFIED AD.

.......... !..!..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Are You Nervous, Run Down, Tired of Eating Junk Food But Just
Can't Break the Ha bit??
Maybe It's Time You Checked Into the Human Life Styling
Program Being Offered by the Student Health Program
this Fall! ! !

llS

tricky contracts clasues can be
prevented before the lease is signed,
said Eaten.
The course will be organized like a
workshop, Eaten said. Guest
speakers ranging from Rick Perry.
head of the Student Tenant Union to
a representative of the Carbondale
real estate establishment will talk
. about every aspect of apartment
renting from taxes and cooswner
warranties to University dormitory
regulations.
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Human
Life
Styling
A WHOLISTIC APPROACH TO HEALTH IN THE 20th CENTURY
SOUNB
NUTRITION

YOU ARE WHAT YOU EATjTHINK/BRF.ATIfE/OO

......

Human lifestyllng is aimed at getting
people into a regular pattern of proper
eating, exercising, reducing stress and
getting in tune with their natural
surroundings.
The Student Health Program at SIU~ is
recruiting students to participate -in the
lifestyling project this fall.

E-XERCISE &
MOVEMENT
STRESS
REDUCTION
ECOLOGICAL
AWARENESS

For

aD

I

~

AppUcaUoD, CaD or Write

Bam..-Ute 8tyIbag Program
Sbaroa Ye.rp.
1U Small Gnap IIouIDg
80daerD IIIiDDIa Ualftnlty
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Carbondale 'seeb an aruwer
to yli1ite TV outlet's problems
<. ---

~S~e!~=~riornetb: c~=r

By Pllbida Laata
. . . . Writer

b:niJ:l~~7a~r:d t~ ~~&l:!i~~

franchise to Cable Information
Services , a New York based cor poration. Included in the contract
was a provision for a channel to be
used for local programm ing .
Today that 12th channel, known as
Channel 7, is losing money and
Cable Information Services has
asked the Carbondale Cablevision
Commission to abolish it.
In a public meeting at City HaJJ
Tuesday night, the commission.
which was established a year ago to
monitor the performance of the
franchise , heard testimony from
cablevision representatives , local
residents, teachers and students in
an effort to determine if local
programming should be cancelled.
Since its inception five years ago ,
Carbondale Cablevision has spent
more than the required FCC
allotment on locally·originated
programming.
According to Ted
urn. a
representative of Cable Information
Services, which also owns 7 other
Cable TV franchises across the
country, the Carbondale franchise
spends about $2,800 a month for
operating costs on local program·
ming alone and expects to spend
about $325,000 this year .
Channel 7 is economically un feasible , says Baum . because it
can ' t compete with major broadcasting channels like ABC, NBC.
and CBS.
" We're not broadca
s. we are a
retransmission comp ny ," Baum
em phasized , adding that lack of
viewer interest and sponsors has
caused the channel to lose money .
Today, local programming con·
sists mainly of movies and news . In
the past, it has produced such shows
as " A Woman's Place" whi"ch was
highly successful until May when no
sponsors could be found for the
show. It was then cancelled.
Currently the station has no advertisers, according to Bill Zeh , who

Efforts have bet:n made to sell !be
channel to SIU but no concrete plans
were ever developed. Ron Osgood ,
chairman of the SGAC Video
Committee said the committee was

r~~ ~r~~:~~n~eb~~~:~~~ ~~

lacked equipment and personnel tohandle the task .
" I feel there is a need, " said
Osgood. Osgood offered the services
of SGAC. which is trying to schedule
a one hour program each week of
student interest in an attempt to air
local issues that do not get on net ·
work stations.
Several SIU faculity members
also spoke in favor of retaining local
origination.
Herb Roan , of the Design

e::r:.!"s~~~ ~s~o~~w~ '::il;;~:~~
~r~~ef!~ ~~m~i~~~i~~t!t~~~

local programming. "It 's a matter
of commlll1ity apathy ," Roan said.
Harlan Mendenhall, of the School
of Journalism facully , has been
working closely with Channel 7 since
~Men denhall uses the challnel
as a l aboratory exnerience for his
"Cabfe Reporting" class.
Many students have graduated
and gone on to good jobs in the Ca ble
TV field through their experience at

L&n:hIon SpecIeI
A .....,... nce

Channel 7, Mendenhall said. He
added that be would like to see it
continue.
.
Both Roan and Mendenhall see
local origination as a service. not a
money · making operation. Local
origination is a "chance for the liijle
person to get his ideas presented,"
said Mendenhall.
One of the most successful local
programming shows was " A
Woman 's Place" with Alice Mit chell. which ran for three years.
Mitchell recalled how , because of
budget cuts, the show went from
twice a week to once a week. from
one director and two cameramen to
one director and one cameraman
and rmally to one person who did
both jobs.
Although the show was popular.
equi pmen t problems, poor signal
reception and lack of sponsor in -,
terest ended its run.
Many groups as well as individuals have approached the
channel to do a show, Mitchell said
but the answers were always " no "
because of a lack of available
cameramen or tapemen.
The station, which lost $99,000 last
year, has cut its salaries from
$43,000 to $11.000 today in an 'effori to
save money.
The next meeting of the Carbondale Cablevision Commission is
Sept. 28.
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The
Deburger
Vinci
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athletes :
visitors.

trainers ,

and

world

Ashworth was a Youth with a
Mission ( YWAM ) vol unteer . The
YWAM 'ers lived together in
Dunham and found unit y in their
belief, in contrast wilh the Olym -

•
'.

w/rnaaarelia cheese
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•
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burger -

Dinner Special

I
I Lasagna

I
I
I

w/mim,

ally

•

greefl

pepper

275

I

Both • full

I
I

B. Y.O.W.

•

1/3 hI
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81mL
]lamIJL
LOUNGE

Ladies' Night
All Night

Thursday
Cocktails lh price

pics, Ashworth said.
The YWAM volunteers were
joined by 1,300 other Christians and
conducted activities including oneto-one dialogues , coffee houses ,
street theater, special music groups
and literature distribution.
A slide presentation about YWAM
will be given at Word of Life
Ministries at 607 E. College SI. in the
basement of the Community Center
Building, The presentation will be at
7: 30 p. m. on Saturday.

Stop By -Mter Work
Enjoy Our Couch Corner
By The Fireplace
Open 11 a . m . to 2 a.m .
523 E . Main Carbondale
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Carbondale woman shares
religion"at Summer Olympics
Myra Ashworth , 511 Eason Drive,
was one of nearly 17,000 people from
different nations who went to the

•
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Sailing club offers training
at ~ Orchard Saturday
By Chris De Salvo
'. DaUy Egyptian S&alfWrlter

a .m . ID sunset. Members of the club
will take interested students and
faculty sailing fer Cree throughout
the day.
" The purpose of the Sailing Club is
ID teach the fundamentals of sailing
ID interested students". said Ernest
Alix . associate professor in
sociology and adviser to the Sailing
Club.

depending on the individual. " No
experience is needed. only the desire
to learn ". said Dan Costello.
training cha irman.

.

( AP )-The

same

521 5.111.
On the comer of Illinois & College

Univ ers ity

of

Montpell ier

in

~:fi:;!:;~~PJ:~a~~ss:~ f~~: :.:~narr~ci<:,da~~ ~J~lt :~~n: s\~i1~~O~\~~s~~r:gf;I~~~~
States also formed the al stret ·
ching from England through Europe
to Russia. says a University of
Dlinois scientist.
Tom L. Phillips. paleobotanist at
the university. has just returned
from a year of research abroad
during which he examined plant
fossils in research centers in ·
England . France and Russia .
" The fossils proved beyond a
doubt ... the fact that the same plant
species grew in all parts of one great
swamp which formed the coal beds
now on both sides of.the Atlantic
Ocean, " Phillips said"
When the plants were growing-300

Institute in Leningrad.
" Fossil 'plants in Len ingrad .
collected from coal deposits in the
Donetz basin of t he Ukra ine. are
iden1i(!tl1 with those here in my
labor atory at the University of
Dlinois which were collected from
the coal fields in Southern Illinois."
Phillips said .
The fossils are in limes tone
masses called " coal balls. " which
are found in coal seams and have
sealed in them the same vegetation
which formed the coal.
Among plants found in the coal
balls are giant club mosses and tree
ferns . When the stone is sliced with a

tropical swamp was part of a single

1said. some with even the cell waCs

A

regatta IS a race aroWld an obs~c1e
~urse of bu0y's for ~e .best p?ssl.b1e
time . SIU WIll parhcI~ate . lO five
::.if:t:~/t other schoo s this year,

The ciub also serves the com ·
mWlity and has helped handicapped
students and a group of Sea Scouts to
learn the basics of salling.
Last year . the club chartered two
tx.ots from Miam i. Fla .. and sailed
this year. Alix said.
The sa iling Club meets a t nine
p.m . every Thursday in Room 141 of
Lawson Hall .
111• • • • • • • •l1li...

t: ~::~or~

Oklahoma through lJIinois and West
Virginia. he added. and from
England through France and
Germany into Russia .
Under a Guggenheim grant.
Phillips spent four months at the
British Musem of Natural History in
London . two and a half months at the

Travel committee
plans canoe trip
on Missouri river
A canoe trip down the Jacks Fork
River in Missouri is planned for the
weekend ci Oct. 8-10 by the Student
Government Activities Council's
Travel Committee and th,·
Carbondale Park District.
'the trip costs $16.50 per person.

5 9 •9 9

Reg. $84.08 $
Limited quantity only 3 in stock Hurry!
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~ p~ident':; Scholar Program
.. ;; aave an oqanizational meeting
p':m: 'natrsday in 4G Nedters.
Cliff 1Wller. dean ci General
Studies. will speak 011 the proposed
. reorganization ci the program.

at.
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Srings the West Goast to Southern Illinois
With our bigger and better

California

8Ias~"

fe.turing more of the b •• t of the West Goast Group.
Then & Now

~ '\ ~
.2.:,\" •

~~~

free admission wit" SIU identificatiQll
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weddlIIg~

Jones

Card Shop ,r;
1331 " . . . .

/.j .
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rlin~ Oisco

the fee at the Student Government
OffICe 011 the third floor of the
Student Center.
Canoers should bring a sleeping
bag. a plate and silverware and a
cooler, aoconiing ID M.a ry Lee,
chairperson of the Travel
Committee.
The travel committee also
provides infcrmatioo for students
who want ID travel. It bas maps, a
guide to the National Parks and
infcrmation 011 Europe and Mexico.

Scholar program
to hold meeting

and terrarIUms

~

.Canine Headquarters
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Coal plant fOSSI-ls prove
t h eory 0 f great swamp
URBANA

We're right around the

After members become skippers,
involvec;t each year, 7S become they receive a key wbich entitles the
licensed membeJ's or skippers and . bo~der and a gu~t to ~ge of the
the remai ning are active in such saIlboats at theIr conVlence. The
club activities as cook~.ts. keggers club h~s seven. 14-foot. two·man,
and canoeing trips. Alix said.
s100p-ngged sailboat~ a~d one 18-:
To become
skipper . the ap. foot pmtoon boat, which IS used.for ·
plicant must pass a written test on rescue and t~rnament.s .
the club manual and satisfactorily
The SI,! Sailing Club ~s a me~~r
show the training chairman that he of the .MI.dwest CollegIate Salitng
or she can adequately sail a boat. Assoc.lat.lOn
(MCSA l.
The
Of the. tlIItimated 100 members

The SIU Sailing Club. formally
known as the Southern Illinois
Colleglate SaUing Club. will bost a

g~h::~l':ii~i~:t~~f~:e ~~o~~~

Hoofing it?

M'bero~
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We are welcoming haclc students wit"
free admission wit" SIU ID

Natiog.;W grant fuels researcher's
pursfiit of new coal power source
8 , D....e Pub
_
An SIU professor has been
researching the production of an
environmentally acceptable untapped fonn of coal power,
Thomas
Petrie,
assistant
professor of thermal and en vironmental engineering at StU, has
been working with funds received
from the National Science Foun dation on what he calls " pure
research " . He has been working on
the removal of highly toxic sulfuric
gas from low BTU coal gas.
Petrie explained that low BTU gas
Sladeal

WrI~r

~~~r~~tf;O~~d:~ ~~~~l~%~~~te~~
ro~c~~!~v~~~ ,~! fr~~Jlli~o~~

BECK's

production uses a much simpler built coal gas by combining the
1m_own gases- present i~ reBl coal,
gas. He can then obt8lD relative
results by adding other gases.
industrial boilers.
Petrie's process , if sucessful ,
would speed up the reaction involved in the lowering of the sulfur pr~du~~d ~~~ !:tr~~~a~S~l~=~ b~f
content of this gas. This would mean Petrie said he believes the energy
a more efficient production of low
BTU gas , telding a cheaper and ~~rei~;: ~~:y~ :f~v~i:Y~
believes that the solution to the
~e:rn% f~~~::r~i~ri~~~~~o~ t':c :dr~r;b~ ~~sei~;t~::e~~:~
low BTU gas.
sources.
Petrie has taken a unique apThis is not the first time that gas
ra~a~~:~~!d~~cs~'n~e ;al~'r::~: has been looked to as an alternative
simulation of real coal gas , con- fuel. In 1815 London 's streets were
centrating on the main reaction for lighted with coal gas. However, the
discovery of oil made large-scale
the removal of sulfurous gases."
In effect Petrie has artificially product ion of coal gas impractical.

:::e:!~er~':c~~fa:=~~~ ~

Light Beer Dark Beer

Imported from
Germany
For the Connoisseur
Bot tles, Cans, Drau g ht

On Thursdays

I Rep.

Schisler declares innocence;
considers egal action after arrest

LO DON MILLS (AP l-A week
after he and Gov . Daniel W<llker
were arrested for shooting doves
over bait, Rep. Gale Schisler says he
is considering legal action of his
own.
Declaring his innocence, the
London Mills Democrat said : "It
would be pretty dumb, two months
before the election, to go shooting in
a baited area."
He received a notice in the mail

laJ:ted digg' g They didn't even
iook
~nnywhere else."
Schisler said he has not decided

The governor sai d Monday he
probably would pay the fine rather
lhan allow the argument to continue .

,:,:~~tph~i~~Ypre.~ , the $t oo fine or tight

The hunt was on an 8O-acre farm
operated by Kenneth and Dale
Lascelles of Ipa va . Dale said his
uncle , Lyle Lascell es. had chased
four motorcyclists out of the area on
Aug . 29. He said Lyle lhen returned
to find grain scattered near the pond
and covered it with dirt.

arounP

" I'm going to show this to an at torney friend of mine , and I have a
few people checking a few facts
about these agents ," Schisler said.
" I just don't know very much about
the situation at this point. "
.

~~~~1:le~~~, t~~a~'/r~~ !~~

violation of the U.S. Migratory Bird
Act. Simlliar tickets were issued to
Walker and six other members of
their hunting party after federal
wardens found rye and corn buried
alongside the Mason County farm
pond where they were hunting last
Wednesday .
The grain was under about 5 inches fA fres h soil. Schisler said. The
wardens " just came over the hill .
Two started taking information and
the other two just walked over to the
water hole, dropped down and

French Dinner Night
French SpeciaHties

The Keller

Appetizers

go undergroUDd
tonight & friday
and Uaten t"

Dana
Clark

fea t ures

Desserts
Wines

Open 4:30-10:30 p.m.
581 E. Walnut, Carbondale
Call 549-3319 for reservations

9::l)-l2:30

c

5

IS HERE AT STUDENT
CENTER TABLES
(
(

1 .00

$

FREE

off a case of beer

root beer float or o r a n ge
freeze

FREE
FREE

coffee and donut
Bie Mac ® with purchase
of one

3.99 for single albums
5 O~ -off a pitcher of beer

25~

off a Boobies sandwich

30%

off turquoise bracelets

3 ·5%

15%

off ieans and slacks

$

off any cust om made iewelry

All these benefits and
MORE for ONLY

A co......unity proi.ct brought to you tty Pi 5 ..... Ep.ilon,
Prof...i. . .1 Sal•• Or.. School of lu •• S.LU.
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Lure of big city ends in tragedy for welfare mother
~_
Au~"=Pre"Wrl&er ~

...
EftreU
/
NEW
YORK
(AP)-Like
thousands of small town girls
before, Joanne Bashold came to

nuaIly spends more thaIi $1 billioo 00
them . Joanne became a statistic
witb tbe otbers, alloUed $270 a '
month, SSO more than a single
recipient gets. The extra money was

mother recalls. That was three
years ago, JOIlnne was 21 at the
time

She never asked for more, never starved Geniian Shepherd puppy in
appeared again at tbe welfare of- a mean, barren $120-a-montb twoflce, made known DO special need for room apartment in Spanish Harlem.

::m~O~kto ~ ~ f=b~ ::~:r.r prepare for

the birth of

daughter, Carra, Sept. I, at Bellevue
Hospital. ThecbiJd was described as
a normal, bellithy full-term baby
girl.
•
Mooday, at tbe age of six days, the

~~:rW!So~~s~!:~~ i;'~rr.

ch~~:r~ ~ ~a~~on~ !.':~~~

Last June, whatever dreams she additional assistance.
may have harbored shattered,
" Quite frankly ," said a welfare
Joanne applied for welfare, stating department s pokesman , " there

empty refrigerator . The dog had
gone unfed for at least Six days.

who the unborn child '.s father was . had we been made known of special
New York City bas more than 1.1 needs."
million persons on relief, and an Miss Bashold gave birth to a

Solniker on a c,harge of criminal
negligence in connection with the
infant's death. She was released

~~ri:d, ~~ ~{dt~~~r:o~\~: Fo~~b~~a7~: ~~l~ =r~~:v~~ bePfo~ ~~~~~~ ~~~geT=~

without bond to await grand ~
action . Her Legal Aid SoCJety
Lawyer said she would be available
for psychiatric examination if such
was deemed helpful.
A cousin, Chrl5tine Hahn, said she
would take care of Miss Bashold for
the time being.
The dog, four months old and
weighing about IS pounds, was

destroyed after- the child's death_

th~~~e~~th! ~l~

guard it for an hour and a balf Labor'
nay morning while she returned td
Bellevue to retrieve a few meager
possessioos. Among them was about
$20 in cash with wbich she planned to
buy food for herself, the child and
the dog.

fOR JUleE6:
A" ••• , ... h. , •• ,.

Working wives found to be 'happier'
CHICAGO ( AP l-Housewives
who work outside the home are
happier than those who don ' t , a
Connecticut sociologist says.
The social contact and the
satisfaction of knowing a job has
been well done contributed to the
happiness of the
men studied by
the sociologist, yra Marx Ferree
of the University of Connecticut,
Storrs.
She based her concl usions on
interviews with 135 women living in
a working-class community near
Boston. None had pre-school-age!
children at home. More than a third
had not finished high school. but

th~~th::e~~~~r~~~f~::~tside the

home-in such jobs as clerks in

payoffs, in money, socialliIe and a
sense of accomplishment" ;,j t takes
a woman out of the home a.nd gives
were bookkeepers , bank tellers and her social contact. "and the regular
paycheck is proof of work . ell
beauticians.
Writing in the September issue of done _"
Psychology Today , Ferree said .
"T hese were not glamorous . ex B
h
'f ' d
.
citing careers, but the wives who d~~e~ta~d °hu:~~~:kss :1te~ ::~:~
~~~e ss'!~~~~swft~r~~~~r~:: t~~ neither tangible rewards nor social
the women who were full -time connections," she said.
housewives. "
While 26 per cent of full-time
housewives said they were
dissatisfied with their lives, only 14
per cent of those who held jobs
expressed dissatisfaction .
Ferree pointed out that a job " has
clear requirements and clear

supermarkets and

department

f~~i~~'S~:~~~ue:~:,~c~~'Je:'O~k~~

WinG removed from tall ship's sails
in officeljs', pilots' dispute over fees
MENOMINEE, Mich . (AP l-This
small northern Michigan port

~Lsitm~~%.is ~tti~rft:.:.e:_~~
sailing ship, Erawan, because of a
dispute over alleged unpaid pilot
fees .
The taU ship has been without a
pilot-required for Great Lakes

navigation - since Capt. Morgan
Howell left the vessel on orders of
his bosses, Upper Great Lakes
Pilots. Inc .
The pilots ' association claims
ow ners of the Erawan , based in'
Martinique. owe them $7 ,400 in pilot
fees .
" It '5 simply a matter of them

paying the bill," said Capt. George
Skuggen , chief pilot for the
association .
Erawan officers said last week
they had been led to believe the fees
would be paid either by cities they
visited on their Bicentennial tour. or
by Operation Sail '76, the group that
sponsored the visit.

SPRINGFIELD (AP l-There are
two kids in Springfield who want a
motorcycle badly enough to defy not
ooly the law but Lady LuckSpringfield authorities said
Monday that an II -year-old and a 13year-old stole a motorcycle Sunday

Happy Hour

nith~t a:'hda~~i~~~f~\scourage the
youngsters, who were released to
the custody of their parents. Bright
and early Monday, they rode their

:::~~~r;::'I~: wo~~ ba:::t~~

Exquisite and leisurely
dining in Carbondale

Enjoy the finest in Italian,
American, and Seafood
dishes.
Experience our:
AMERICAN FOOD:
Porterhouse
New York Strip Steak
Beef Burgundy
ITALIAN DISHES:
Lasagna
Fettuccini
Veal Parmijiana
FROM THE SEA:
Shrimp Creole
Lobster
Frog Legs
Along with your meal is
served the fmest mixed drink,
cocktail and wine.
The Patrician
1108 W. Main

Youngsters defy
lou; Lady Luck,
by stealing bikes

~W~~w!~ . Jacksooville---1ll;>out 30
State police gave this account :
The duo spied a shiny, new
motorcycle in the front yard of a
farm house and ditched their
manually-operated bikes, hopping
onto the power-driven cycle.
Using a lightly -traveled , rural
road , they made their getaway .
Then they ran out of gas.
Even that didn't daunt the pair.
They rolled the c~le up to the

~
~ The Patrician

2:00-6:00

Reservation accepted
Phone 457..8737
Hours
M-F 11am - 11:15 pm
Sat 4:30 - 11:15 pl!l
Closed Sunday
Lounge Open TIl Midnight

Busch Kegs
( 16 Gal.)

was the residence of Bill Dillon, an
illinois state trooper who had the
day off.

Dillon asked the kids a few
questions and, wben tbe answers
sounded fisby, be ca11ed distric:l
beadquarters for a cbeck on the
motorcycle.
The youngsters ran off through tbe
c:ornf.elds and when the ll-year-old
was caught, he declared, "I didn't
think you old men could catcb us,"

Call for

' 684-4727

Southern
l;no;s
Liquor
Mon. -Sat. 9-12

113 N. 12th
physboro ~_::::page 14 Dally EgypHen. SepIanber 9. 1976 _

u.s. Everest team re'sts/in icy rubble
~~~~e: .

on the~~~~

vere.t w'
a
12-m e mbe r
me r ica n eam that. hopes to
nquer t he world 's h ighest
0UDWn. This dispatch was written
£-Tuesday and band-c:arried down
mountain to Katmandu, Nepal.
By J llJ'ate Kadcka.
Alloclaled Pre •• Writer
EVEREST BASE CAMP (AP )-

~~~~:s a~!::,tlf~g- f~~:eofl~~:: =~w"t!?~I~Cft~~:en ::~cbls~~~:~n!b:am.:~~~

sharks, enormous candle dripPings,
taut sails of giant ClipperS.
The base camp looked like an
abandoned granite quarry. It was
not much more than II vast rubble of
rocks. a dismal place with a few

'

.
The Sbel'paJuides held a special
eyu Long !i&ma, the
goddessof Everest•.for goOd fortune .
Before a small ~Jtar that is kePtconsta ntly burnang wit h fraf!a nt
~mony to

:~~ precariously on top of ~:scr~~~~:e:nd ~~J~:'

"Arter trudging for 6'h hours with
The Sherpas filled their canteens
my ankle hurting badly. sliding and
slipping over the ice, it was with a with rice wine and dabbed them with
mixture of resentment and relief butter. Throwing bits of rice into the
e placed by rocks and ice, the that I saw base camp." said ex- fire , they chanted and cheer ed,
merican Bicentennial Everest pedition leader Philip Trimble of waving red, blue, green and yellow
Dedition has reache<l the stagmg ~:s:~r~Ot~oD;..~~i::'g~e sprained ~~~h:~ n:::i~:tr etahceh sn:,~~:r a~~
se for its climb of the world's
The next morning , after a snowfall breathe from the sacred fire .
·.ru~th::'Uo~Sn~~n~y from the base
mp, located at t7 ,5oo feet. the ~~~~k'i~~e ~;r:~i t~~r!Je~arwn:l~
Expedition members spent the
onsoon rain that had conti nually around the mountains shone like morrung sorting out high-altitude
ked the t2 climbers, television glossy pyramids.
gear . Dr. Dee Crouch organized a
mera crew and friends turned to a
Right in front of the tents was a tent full oJ medical supplies and
iving. sleeting snow.
gigantic cascade of 'snow and ice hung out a yellow cloth reading :
The grim silence of the hike blocks - the Khumbu icefall and the
" Khumbu Community Hospitalrough the barren terrain was gentle. sloping west shoulder of Mr .
terr upted only by the jangling of Everest.
e bells on the yaks as they trudged
" This is the first morning worth
, loaded down with tables. chairs
getting up for ." said Hans Bruyntjes
d boxes of climbing gear .
Near the base camf ' weird ice of Holland . gazing at the icefall .
where t2 men have died trying to

·;h~r~un~J~r~shi!d~:~~,:!rw:~

::~ :~ .:.~.:::~:.:.~.~~~.~:":.:.:.:.:~~w:r,.:.~.~:~.

WSIU-TV&FM
The following programs are
heduJed for Thursday on WSlU ·
M, stereo 92 : 6 <l .m .--Todays the
ay; 9 am .- Take a Music Break:
1 am.-<lpus Eleven; 12:30 p.m.ews Report 1 p.m.-Afternoon
~cert. Mozart, Symphony No. 35:
p. m. -All Things Coosi ed; 5: 30
m.-Music in the Air; 6:30 p.m.ews Report; 7 p.m.-<lptions ; 8
.m .--The_ Vocal Scene, " Ag nus
i; " 9 p.m.-BBC Concert Hall
r ome nade Concerts; 10 p. m . -usic from Germany; 10: 30 p.m.ews Repex-t 11 p.m.-Night Song;
a. m. -Nightwatch.

p.m .- The Evening Re port ; 5:30
p.m .- Misterogers
Neighborhood ;
6 p.m.-The Electric Company; 6: 30

gu~'-if~~~~ss~ e~mu~'?:l~
p. m. - Movie. " Quartet. ··

worn. Bank America welc:ome. We
reserve the right to refuse service to
anyone_"
That nigh t ther e was t he occasiona l c r ashing sound of
avalanches (rom tbe surrounding
mountain and one ominous creaking
groan as the crevass under the camp
stretched a little.

The expedition will set up five
more camps before making the fmal
assault on Mt. Everest's 29,02S-foot
summit by early October.
Editots' Note : The expedition sent
a radio' message Friday saying it
~d crossed the dangerous icefall
and set up a camp at an elevation of
19,400 feet. A CBS television
cameraman-Jonathan T. Writher .
24, of aspen . Colo.-fell 50 feet during
the crossing but was not hurt . the .
!""essage said.

**
*
*

122E. . . .
C8tbond11le
Fat Service

P1eaty or'l»artiDg
«ron! and I'l'sr)

Sped'" Every clay

Private Room
rorParUes
For information call

549-9489

Southern Repertory
Dance Theatre
Auditions:
Sept. 13. 6 p.m. Furr Auditorium
All SIU students welcom e to audition

Southern Repertory Dance Theatre
Meets Every Monday and Wednesday

6-10 p.m.

WIDB
The following program s are
SCPeduJed for Thursday on WIDB
rallio, stereo 104 on cable FM , 600
AM on cafTlpus : 7 :30 a .m .--Job
Clearinghouse ; 10 a .m .-- Earth
News; 1 p.m.-Job Clearinghouse; 4
p.m . --E art h News ; 5: 40 p. m . -Wl DB News; 6: 40 p. m .--WIDB

Concerts performed throughout the year
For further information contact
UncIa Kosta1lk

or call Women's Intramural Ore.
phone 453-5208

. --------------•.................................................................
::'~iO: &~~~:!e:racks;

11

~

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

Chance to learn more about the faSCinating
experience of ink drawing techniques

TODAY
attlie

SL

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER
• Koh-I-Noor Company Representative will be on
hand for discussion and consultatiQn_ /
• Free ultrasonic pen cleaning service offered
while you wait for yo.u r technical pen
• Lots of 'i nteresting sample materials available

--------------_.. ..................................................................

......

/

~~

FOR SALE 1m lIGate Carlo •.1:.

a...-.. ............
m;;~t8 per ~

-a~::::
per wri per
r
word, ;

iar:.

D.ys.... .cents per

r.---. Five tbru nine ays-7 cents per
word, per daly.
Ten tbru Nineteen D.ys.... cents
per word, per ay.
)

per~ ~ ~T.

D.ys-5 cents

I5 . . . . MbUt_
AI\)' .d which is changed in any

~, ~t~~ti~~"::
4331~5 : 30.p.m .

. Parts & Services
Vf!I SERVICE ~ MQSr types - VW"
repair , s~ializrn, in ensine

carefully proofread but errors can
s t ill occur. We will correct the ad
and. run it an additional day if
n ot ified .
Beyond
this
the
respmsibility is you .

_

('_ - -F-O-R-S-A-L-E------).
Automoti ves
FOR SALE : 1971 Plymouth
Cricket. 4 Cylinder/ 4 door . air .
38.000 miles. Excel ent mileage.
good condition . $1200.00. Call a(fer
.{:OO · 985-6816.
6503Aa15
1975 FIREBIRD~rans Am . air
conditioning\ powWbr akes . Power
steering. CaJl549-7461 after 5pm .
6591Aa15

=c!,~~lTbe~~~'\J~

~~~~::t. ~~~~iC~~lA~
KAR81EN lOWING

FOR SALE 1974 VW Super Beetle
good condition 457-4267
6707Aal7

~Ar14

457-7257. -

Vierma St., Anna, $125.00 or best

orrer 833-7115

6650Aft6

USED REFRIGERATOR i AND
USED deep freezes . Also Bait
Shop. Phone 549-5586 . lOll N .
Canco, Carbondale.
6665Af17

Used and Recycled
Auto Parts
Several Nice
Used Cars

!~Yl:;~~o~~~~t~=e ~"Af~~

uy-s.o-TF8de
ServIce o.pt.
Body Shop

~t~rW\~~rfI:~~~~~~~~n.

We

For Sale Beautiful Wooden Pew .

INSTANT CASH ' $1.00 is now
being paid for good used rock
667JAfI8

AU TO INSU RANCE

hCil ll ~57 ·130~ (or .. lele phon e
Insurance quol e on a car o r
motorcycll'

Patchwork Quilts·all hand quilt~
Arkansas quilts·fine quality at
reasonable prices Call 1-893-2572
(Cobden ). ask for Beau between 8
&9 pm
6626AfIS

U pctlurch Insurance
717 S. Illinois 457·3304

Ntotorcycles
1975 CB-550 Honda . Good condition
457-7689
6646Ac14

~~~~~~tn~r~n~i~~i~elr~~1

~~ruSj.dl~t~~uem~ ir~~ho~ ~~~I
5.00.

ne~~~~f5

1973 HONDA 750-4 Excellent
Condition $1200.00 Call 453-5434 or
1-995-9048
664ZAc20

CYCLETECH
COMPLEl£ II.'OTORCYClE SERV1 CE
TRIUNI'I+B.SA.joiQNDA-YAMAHA
_TON-HARLEY·SUZUKI·I(AWASAKI
CABLES MADE TO ORDER
BUY & SELL USEO II.'OTORCYCLES
PARTS & ACCESSOR I ES
CASTROL BEL·RAY

549-3831
:Il9 E . Main

cartxl'ldllie

Real Estate

'~!~~Ns~:e~.I~r:~ t:n:
1972 OPEL R AL LYE t 4

C~l.,

~~. Ther~IYC~~~dT~~rfs.~65C~~i
549-8243 .

B6621i\li5

SCOTT'S BARN
UE FURNI l URE

wE. ( /~N C E 1 YOUR
HOUS E TOGf f '"iE R

549-7000
A ( Q055 f- R

\

~A.\>'\ADA

6647Aa16

72 CAP R I sti c k, excellent con dition. new !tire and brake ).
~ide Manor, Bldg. 13 No. 1B.
.
6658Aal5

SIX LARGE ROOM house for sale.
313 E . Birch St; Carbondale. DI.
Call agent Mr . Goin for further
information. 457-3354.
6717 Ad28

WA TED CANO 200 MMF4 ssc
or £2.8 SSC call dUDng da~:?ci9~8

~~i~~~~ls~eafe~. w.r~~~1

457-4692 after 5

Book Exchange
:J) I N Marltel

tYtobile Home
8 x 38 PONTIAC MOBILE HOME
Fully equipped. $800. 684- 6368 .
.
6652Ae17

'~ LEMANS, 6!i000 miles, clean.

NICE 10' x 50' TRAILER with
expansion, furnishe d , air condibooed, on 40' x 100' lot. N.E . .or
EDDs Datsun. S52OO.00. call alter
6:1lb99:H055
661BAe14

M iscel laneous

THESES.

STUDENT PAPERS,

~~~:nt~~e~ci ~~:'s~s~Ju~~x

HANDYMAN INTERIOR· EX·

~~r~~7~er~:~!'i;;..ab~~~ri~~~~n •

SLINGERLAN D 5 ps DRUM SET
als .excellent con ·
all Rich after 6 4578276.
6704AnI7

~l~d~~~~

6715E16

THE DRAWiNG BOARD. 715 So.

~~~~~S~~ts~~isP~~~~ :8fal~:

457-4651

6617E15

TYPING : THESES . DISSER·
TATIONS. term papers. Karen.
453-226t or 549-6468.
6644E31

)

NEED AN BORTION'?
Call US

USES

A.ND TO HE LP

you

THROUGH TH IS

EXPE RI ENCE WE GIVE YOU COM
PlE 1E COU NSE LI NG
OF ANY
DUR An
8EFOQE A.ND AF TER THE

TW O BEDRO OM COTTAGE . 2
miles from
preferred . 457-53CI~r::ft~~6 ~~~g~~

PR

ECURE

BECAUSI:" WF r ARE

Room mates

:oo<:n ~n~

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR two
bedroom trai ler . $62.50 a month
plus half uliJit ies . 549- 1914.
6719Be17
MALE OR FE MALE needed (or 12
x 60 trailer .
utilities. Tan
before noon 0 r between 6 & 7
6669Be14

¥:r:ra~\ ~~~ 6~~

FEMALE ROO MMA TE NEEDED
FOR 12' x 60' T railer. Southeast of
~~rSboro $65-1'110 .. t.., utilities.
6655Be14

NOBILE HOME LOTS

4

Call cof1ect 314-99Hl505
or toll free
800-327-9880

FEMAL
HOUSEKEEP [NC . fre!;
board. Phone 549-5096. After 6:00
pm .
6624 Be16

MOBI LE HOME

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH

~A~1!SyJuhrO~.n~ ~nnf~Y· o~

catalog . 11322 ISa~o Ave . . No .
206H . Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213 )·
4TI-8474 .
6656E92

k~~S~SES , t~~~nSl~~~J1.0~;d
mutilith services. Town· Gown ·
l8
a n
:sSofE

~~nd~f~~~~~11 t

(

1sc

)

WANTED

HiFi , C.B .• home and aute.

READERS NEEDED. Call Jim at

LOTS
SJO I IT1O'1th

~r~e~~~mJ/~~! 5 =J~5

1st IT1O'1th free

WANTED · TWO PAIRS of boxing
~ves. to rent, for comedy ftIm .
U P.ay 457-2345 after 5 pms623F13

ROYAl RENTALS

~ro: ~t ~':~{a~~n~~d :~7.

tu with

1

full warranty. Call Howard. your

3~~n,~ir:r~~t ~,::r~i~

12. S-S, 10-6. Campus Audi~2Ag26

or 457-AA22
WANTED :

WANTED)

( HELP

TIRED OF THE hum drum? Like
to have a whir I at the SWl country

in California . t he Desert Southwest

6560Ag17

Me PUPPIES .
Ge r ma n
Sh ep ha r d ,
Sa moyed , Cocke r , Pug,
Collie. A it'eda fe, Poodle.
Golden Retriever. Doxie-.
Schnauzer.
Doberman.
Si berian Husky. DIIIlmatian .
Norwegia n E fkhound,
Old Engfishand others.

or the Rocky Mountain area or
Colorado? We
in these loca ;:'fo~~e~~
ouisiana or even

~~~.kUveL

tourists ooly VI~. ~~k~~,rl~~ .
a10t of experien
Menandwom e~a:se~~ ~a:
ities at 549-6714 for
:;li~~un
tiOll.
86692C15

t<'a't

::::,.

________L-\--_ _

:t~,K~~~~n:::;

WI.DWOOD KENNELS

u p 25 miles. Loc:aled 11 miles
northeast 01 C.rbond.le, R oule

(4....., laD FROM COALE)

. RT_ 51 SOUTH

OPa DM.Y~

TUTOR

FOR

the

:~~::''!JY~~'U~ch':;i~t ~l

7548 or Chns at 549-3893.
WANTED :

6630Fl3

Entertainers

musiCians. or all varieties, poets;
da.!}~, af'8z~~i~f~ee elf~~
~U 451-11165 between 9-3 daily.

6353F16

WANTED TO BUY. 8' fish!na boat.
Call 549-8295 before II or alter 6
6714FJ.8

vmeoTAPES

/'

NEED RELIAB LE PERSON to
help with housework olt§aturdays.
Must have transpo rtatioo. Call 549- '
6472 after 5: 00 pm .
6710Cl8

ALL STUDENTS AND
NON-STUDENTS WHO

WISH 10 SUBMT
THEIR ~K FOR
UPaWI NG PROGRANS
"' <:AlL:
Ron OIgOOd

FEMALE BARTENDERS AND
waitresses.. PI
at the S. I. Bow~:~I~~
Center (Coo-Coo 'S), New Rte. 13,
carterville. IL. between 1: 007 :00pm .
6468Cl4

53W3I3

)

'1

OR SlOP BY ~

.

OFFICES. lR D FlOOR

PET BOARDI NG
GROOMING

VOLVO- 1m MODEL 16\E, 4 dr,
~"!" steerina'l,POW~~~
3it'Sss~ .llOO -'87o.f.Wi

=:B,'r.l, IL. open DaiI~

)

SERVICES
OFFERED

and printing service. Author 's
Office. next to Plaza Grill. 549- 6931 .
B6273EI8C

Marton

SEVEN PIECE LUDWIG drum set
with 5 Zyljian
. set up once . cr:r~~a~i ~o~d ~~~
$2.000. Sacrifi ce for $1 .000. Vinyl
cases included . Call 9952891
6706AnI8

Nalder Stereo Service. 549-1508.
6356Ag2IC

Pets

FOR SALE 1970 OPEL wallon ,
aute. 80,000 mj radials, 457- 4519
fl6'75Aall

•

lA~GEST SE LECT'ON O F
USED PAPER BAC_S ' N THE AREA

ra~~~~tu~~~IFc. ~~"fi~~~~:

549-02130r~ .

457-5887 after 4 p.m .
6672Aall

(

6708AgI4

STEREO BUILT BY MARANTZ Carbondale. . AM·FM radio. tape

!,:~o!!~l::n ~l::t':lie.~·':,;rri
Sacri
fic:e

it':.I~~. $750.00 a:.;=. .

Electronics

deck . BSR turntable. please cill

'68 VW BUS Customized for
camping caU 457-5777
6666Aa14

=t,~2249cOOditi:m~

I NN

r .ol.OE

WE' RE BACK ! Guaranteed lowest
prices 011 the largest selection of

4

~e:~~<if~!~I~aul~

BaI4C3OC

THE STUDENT ADVERTISING
SHEET. Look for informatioo on
campus bulletin boards . Inex·
pensive. efficient.
6347E2OC

:I';~~?h!f~J:J.i.:i42~efore ~A'¢

dition. S35OO-Best Offer 549- 4653.
6654Aa17

Dlinoia.

BLIND
STUDENT
NEEDS
readen WiJlpay~. 1II8IC14

6605AIil5

WE TRADE
BOOKS . MA G COMICS

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

resonable offer. 457-7770. 6659Aa17

Cocttail wait..- and barmaidI

~JILa.p~..~.l~

Books

AM · FM STEREO 8-TRACK for

NEW USED .\ o.NTI

1974 SUZUKI TSI85. $425 .00. Will

::! Ni~~~~·~:rie~~~~I,e~l

1740

ty~ ~n;~ks-~~';!;

AKC Golden
wormed. 2 m a~:;r~foo~r 45~~701t&
after 5:00
6619Ah14

RENT

~~~~.conditioner runs~1fi'6
1975 HONDA 550,(our excellent
condition with extras. 4800 miles
1400.00 Call 457-5738 or 457- 5763.
666OAc16

sacnflce for $1800. 457- 6584.
6657Aa15

=:

Doberman S

~~~Sentry

FEDDERS AIR CONDITIClNER.
excellent condition . 110 volts .
10 000 BTU $95. Old 12.000 BTU 220

~~r~:fe~~"fJ1.ndition~~a~~

.71 TOYOTA CELICA ST. 4-spe:ed.

~~~rrisbur8 .m.252_lAb14

L~~':!f3s~
BIM5C1.

Rich 457-4915

FOR SALE : 19" color TV. $150.00.
Call 549-7361 Sam"5pm
6689Af15

Buy SE ll

FOR SALE : 1974 FORD Pinto in
good running order 52,500. ~t~s

AKC REG IS TERED BASSET
d
.
Ralph Pallister.

ho

sica I

~~~~n '~~~di~~~~~~TSa~!~~e

Yard . 1212 N. 20th Street . Mur·
physboro. 687-I061.
B627OAbI8C

~~~~:~~eI

CLASSIC '57 STUDEBAKER. ex·

GOLDEN BE TRmVER PUP-

~~15"f~. ~taand~

2 MI. NORTH C' DALE
ON NEW ERA ROAD
457~ 19 457-0.c21

1971 FORD ECONOLINE VAN .J6
~~l~~~' series E 200. t~~rA~l~
71 Buick Electra P .S. P .B. . Auto.
air . am ·fm . perfect condition.
1800.00 or best offer 4575357
6676Aa17

f15~ W~':tro:~.w~O:J.:

ACE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE Home 01 Dr. Wrench and Igor.

the necessary

ru::: ~~~~~ i~~~:~

20 GALLON 1s'tUARIUM COM·

$75. Good dresser with mirror. $45.

. also be an additional charge oUI.OO
Claaifled advertising must be
paid in advance except for those
accounts with established credit
R..-t En..... At 0Dee
Check your ad the fIrSt issue it

Sa~::~:i9t7~D~=~

~~~ille.~~ B~~~

manner or cancelled wiU revert te
the rate appilcable for the number
cI illllertiona it appears. There will

~=~be cost or

CT"c:l8

TYPEWRITERS, SOli BLECTRICS, new .Dd Uled, Irwin
~writer Exc hange, 1101 N.

STUDENT CENTER
LPN'S

FOR

~~\~gS I~

SUPERVISORY
nurSing homes .
D~uoin , Chester,

r ta. and
.
easant worm
I {orin(

E

~c::m.V&n

orlatinn.B8638C3OC

WANTED :

TWO

CHICAGO

f(;:'res'7e~,ckfo:;~ ~=

OffH:e 453-3341.

Mlm4

,..14 Dally ~ ~ 9. 1976
~

..

.

...:.

J

(_ _ _
LO....;;,S-..;..T_ _

HHandmade
pelcbJacke( in
pa :
encan Tilp. V~ry
.
ard 541-0011 6883G18

./

:..

(~":F~R=EE~B=--,-=E-=-S- )
FreeKlltenslogoodbome, 7":eeks .
old. Call Dee, 457-7081 808 Wesl
,.
&e64N18.

CJenoy

~~':'e!!r'~~!!~~~ =~
RING : TURQUOISE and i!!t at
Cedar Lak~ [.abor D~ weekend,
largerewa . Nancy,
WJJm14

pm.
[

870116N18

'RI DERS
WANTED

)
-

THE G~AT TRAIN ROBBERY .
Round trie to and from Chicas o
~~5 . ~eavl.n8 . Friday . returning
~~ascall549-5798 or gO~~~

@NNOUNCEMENT~
CRAFTPEOPLE : THE BEST
place to sell your wares is Common
Market . 100 E . Jac.kson open 1()-6
Mon-Sa t.
. 6620J:z9

MAGA
MUSEUM

NEED A DECENT
PLACE
TO SLEEP?

SHOP
Faner Hall M-F
N. ~lIery 10-4
ALUMNAE OF DELTA SIG},'h\.....
THETA interested in forming grad 'I
chap.ter. Call Cat 457-47M" or Ma:~me 549-U359
6697J15

Beekeepers I Announcing an
organization"meeting oT the
Carbondal l"" Beekeeping
I\Ssociation Sept t2. 7:30 pm . For
directions or more information call
~~~~~'. Anyone inte~~~g

AUCTIONS &
SALES
YARD SALE . CARBONDALE.
motor s cooter . radios TV 's
stereos . fUrniture books . tape

th
l~rye~~in tt~~:r~.I~OI~N~gr:~~ms
6649K17
~NTUAE

FOR SALE

GOOD CONXT1ON
Two twi~si2l!d dliidren's beds,
mattresses & springs. Wooden

Stinking .TISh
not 1«JriliIRji~":'L_
~Ji'nd
I3lrerrnen

CHICAGO

I

(AP)--.\Jetri~

laft

::-=l~~: ':e"~

UlDU8l1y and mUe Lake Micbigan
_cbes tmapprollcbable.
Buttheyareapprecialedbydop.
als, cattle and chickens_
The booy, oiJy-tasting, sitvery fisb
bat grow up to six inches long in
'r esh water make up the bulk of the
XlIllmercial fIShing calch on the
t.nlerican side d the Great Lakes_
According to Albert G. BalJert,
research director for ' the regional
Great Lakes Commission. 35. 2
million pounds -of the detested
species were netted by commercial
flShennen last year, all in Lake
Michigan.
" Mast d the alewife catch goes
into pet food and fish meal," said
Ballert in a recent report. " The
meal is used as a food additive for
livestock and poultry and 'has a
\
nutritional value."
Alewives accounted for 72 P.l!r
cent d the Lake Michigan catch's
total weight but only 7 per cent of its
dollar value, Ballert said The going
price for alewives is 1\2 cents a
pound
_
Beside alewives. the main species
in the United ~tates catch last year
were carp. 6.7 million pounds:
whitefISh, 4.5 million, mastly from
Lake Michigan; yellow perch. 3
million: smelt. 2.6 million and
chubs. 2.4 million .
Other findings in Ballert's study
d rommerical fIShing trends in the
Great Lakes:
- The value of the U.S. catch last
year was $19 million. down from
$10.5 million in 1974. The Canadian
catch was worth $19.6 million. up
from $8.4 million in 1974.
- The 1975 catch on the live lakes
was 101 million pounds. down 20 per
cent from 1974 and almast identical
to the 1971 haul.
- American fisherman caught
60. 6 million pounds in 1975.
Canadians netted 40.4 million.
-Lake Michigan's cammerical
calch fell 24 per cent from 59.7
million pounds in 1974 to 45.3 million
last year. The drop resulted
primarily from a l()-million-pound
decrease in the alewife catcli and
from stat.e-imposed restrictions on
chub fIShing.
-Next to Lake Michigan, Lake
Erie had the hea viest 1975 catch-;'19
million pounds.

Louis Linder, as Christ, and Jane KIllingsworth, as
Judas, lead the Southern Players cast in the
production of "Godspell." The .hlt Broadway musical
IS being presented Sept. 9-11 In the University
Theater, 'Iocated In the Communications Building.
(Staff photo by linda Henson)

There's Good
Rockin'
tonight
at the Fass!

Highway
9-1

right with FREE
LIVE IIUSIC-ID
the Blers.deD 3-8 p.lII.

'Daily cp;gyptian

teedbaards & footboards need

refinishing. $3S ell.
'Mlile with gold trlm, ·J d r _
clothes
dresser-Provincial
style. W' deep x 36" wide x .33"
tall. $C).
Large dllfferobe.type dresser. 4
drawers & 2 mirrored
compartments. May need
refinishing.
DIvan whldl CXlI1Yerts to 2 twi~
sized beds. UphoIs1ered green,
sllpc:M!r, 2 sets Cl.IShlcns incl.

538-3311
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Date: _ _ _ _ Amount Enclosed: _ _ _ _

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CLASSIFIED ADVERTlSING RATE: 10e per word MINIMUM first Issue,
51.50 (any ad not exceeding lS wards), 10% discount If ad runs twice, 20%
discount If ad runs three or four Issues, 30% discount for 509 Issues, .t)% for
10-19 Issues, SO% for 20. ALL CLASSIFIEDADVERTlSING MUST BE PAID
IN ADVANCE UNLESS ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT HAS BEEN
MAINTAINED. Please count every word. Take appropriate discount.

CIIII 548-1216 .,.., 5.

OEADL1NES: 3:00 p.m., day prior to publication.
FI rst Date AIJ
To Appear: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AGUE OF WOMEN voters
Recycling Sale" . Westown
arkl~ LOt. Sat.. Sept. 11.9-5.

~Wng~~~='':S~f~~'

For Dally Egyptian Use Only:
R~I~ No,____________
Amount Pald _ _ _ _ __
Taken By--___________
Approved By _ _ _ __

6615~15

Special instructions : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-""
.---/
::::.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•

__ A • For Sale
__ 8 : For Rent

Call the D.E.
Classifieds
536-33 J J

TYPE OF ADYERnSBENT
_ . _ F - Wanted
_ _ K - Auctions & Sales .
_ _ G - Lost
_ _ L - Antiques
_ _ M - ~ness Opportunities
_ _ H - Found

- - C - I-\e!P Wanted
_ _ D - Emplovment Wanted _ _ I - Entertainment
- - E - Servioes Wanted
_ _ J - Announcements

_ _ N - Freebies
_ _ 0 - Rides Needed
__ P

Riders

wanted

CHECK YOUR AD AFtER IT APPEARS! The Deily Egyptian wi" be responsible
for only one Incorrect publicaflon.

1

AI Lery, IP"Idaate .mtaDt ill
cbarte f1 mea', 12-iDI:h slow pitdl

We'U definitely . - our belt oftIcialll
wbeD the playdJs start."
Gams in the intramural league
are played a t the rlelds east and
southwest d the Arena. Monday
through Friday games are pla~ at
4 and 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
games are scheduled ,t 10 and 11
a m. and noon.
Over 110 teams have been placed
in twenty different divisions for
league play. Regulation Amateur
SoCtball Association rules, such as
unlimited arcpitcning and third
strike foul out. are used in the
intramural programs.

Kappa Alpha Psi is the
rifr!t~r:!!!. •• id.league
favo~
-. ~3League play will cootiDue- for
three weeks. Tben, all teams with
.=.U:;~bcf.e
at Ieut a .5110 record will advance to
said "This.is the third ~ the playdfs which are scheduled to
we've run JJ.incb softball in the fall _. alIIC!~ the rn~ week d~.
and we feel we've learned a few
SerDl-rmal and {mal games will be
tbiwp' the past two years.
played at Ev~reen Terrace.
.. There are five presea's on
"We've also had great interest in
favorites . The Wailers are a people officiating this year," Lery
perenniaJ powerbouse. Other top said "We have 10 veterans back
teams will be the Ballbusters, plus over:l) others. We hope it's the
Pierce Olympians, and the DougOUl best year yet for our officiating.

intramural 8OIIbaI1 leap, feels
tbII RUOII will be the beat ever at
SIU.

Ilf)-teams
:vLefor 1M .:!nth"V::
softball titk

r!;

Pittsburgh picked to repeat
as AFC champion~ in 1976
By Bruce LowItl
AP 8porU Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - You start
with the Pittsburgh Steelers... and
you probably rmish with them. too.
Unless something goes awfully
wrong. the Steelers will once again
be the champions of the American
Conference's Central Division.
And unless Miami reasserts the
power that once 1\0IIII it wearing a
premature "dynasty" label. or
Oakland finally sheds its "can' t 'n
the big one" image. the Steelers will

also line up for the kickoff as AFC
champions in the National Football
League' s Super Bowl XI next
January.
The Steelers woo' t run away with
t.he Central litle. not with Houston
and Cincinnati in the division. But
they'lI win the crucial gam es
against the Oilers and Bengals. and
plenty of other games . too.
The _dogfight will be for second
place and playoff-wise. a possi ble
wild-card. Our educated guess? ThE
-Iers will come up with the ace.

Golf tourney
d eadline set
by 1M office
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Open HOUle
Thursday, September 9
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Student CenterMackinaw Room

In the East, the Dolphins. barely
nosed out of the title and playoffs.
will rebound and nose out Baltimore
this lime around It' ll be a two-Ieam
race most of the season. Buffalo.
minus O.J . Simpson. will nosedive
back to mediocrity.
'

See You

ra~. t~~~~ ' f~Uha~ tahel~=

There '

Door prize to be awcrded- don 't miss it.

Denver will hang in there with
Oakland but. as has happened in

Sigma S'-gma Sbwma
••

;~:~Ie ~~at~ ~ndB~~~C:nd w~

For more info coli: 549-7 ~20

i •••••••••III••••••••li

Raiders will cruise. to. the
••
ti.t1ei .• •

The Ofrlce of Recreation and

~:;:::;::11s g~~~;>:~~~ ~:~~
for Sepl 14 and 15 at Midland Hills
Golf Course.
All male students are eligibl+ for
the two day. 18-hole ) nine holes a
day) tournament. The registration
fee is $2. and all entries must be
registered and paid at the
intramural office by 5 p.m. Friday.
Golfers will be divided into three
classes. determined by their 18-hole
scores.
A trophy will be awarded to the
individual winner. and the winner of
each class. A " closest to the pin"
award· will be presented to the
player hi tting the closest tec shot
on the second hole.
Carts and clubs may be rented
from the. Midland Hills Golf Club.

~-1b GRANbPA'S

For additional information ,
contact the Ofrlce of Recreation and
Intramurals. Room 128 of the
~rena. 536-552 L

,101

Writers to quiz
AD Sayers on
SporTempo

trlin~ Oisco

SporTempo. WSW -TV 's sports
discussion program will feature a
panel show with SIU Athletic
Direclor Gale Sayers Thursday al
6: 30 p.m. on Channel 8.

Srings you

With sayers. will be Larry Odell
d the Southern Illinoisan. Arnold
Irish 0( the Metro East Journal in
Belleville and Pete Swanson of the
Evansville Courier.

Afternoon delights!

Now open at 1 p.m.

SporTempo is aired every
Thursday rught during the school
year, and is hosted by WSIU Sports
Director Bill Criswell.

35~
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Ant nnw In You ComnuWty
She can read your life like
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8udwe.iser drafts - free popcorn

1/2 price miJC.ed drinks -
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problems.
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Gunning for state title

~reshme'n add depth to women netters
By Rid Korell
Dally EmtJaD Sportl Editor

_~

<.

With four good freshmen on the
team , this year 's women ' s tennis
squad should tum ou to be vastly
improved over last year 's team ,
which was good enough for second
place in the state. The netters open
their season Friday against Eastern
Kentucky, and Saturday against
Southeast Missouri. Both matches
are at home.
The four freshmen - Marsha
Bladel, Mauri Kohler . Carol Foss
and Thea Breite-add a lot of depth
to the team. which was a problem
last year.
"I'm impressed with the fres h·
men ," Coach Judy Auld sa id .
" They're going to give us a much
stronger team this year. and we 'll

finally have the depth that we've
Auld is iinp~ with the play of
needed ."
her team , espeCially Briggs and
The four freshmen will all move . Kohler.
into the top six positions, Auld said.
" Sue is using a onH.nd volley
Sue Briggs, who won the regional this year, and is abo worlring on
meet during th~ summer, will return angle shots and a change of pace,"
to !he NO . 1 position on ':he team . Sue she said "She should be better than
Cslpkay, who played In the No. 2 last year. For the first time, she has
spot last year , sprained her ankle some good competitioo to push her
last week and may sit out the two OIL "
weekend ma tches.
" I'm also impressed with Mauri 's

pr:~~~y ~y ~:t':l::s N~.h; o~il~ ~~"!:dgtf:~k~'~'t~~d:ei~~~S~~f~

position, accord.ing to Auld
Shar Deem and Trina Schuh are
also expected to playa lot this year .
and should see some doubles a ction
this weekend.
Playing on the 'B' team are Lou
Wright . Ki m MacDonald . Rose
Cittadino and Ann Hardin . and a
couple members of the fi rst team .

move up in the lineup."
Auld commented that the four

WHERe:

Midland Hills Golf Club
Tuesday and Wednesday _
Sept. 14 and 15 (3:45 p.m.)
EUGiBIUTY: All male SI U-C students
REGIS1RAnON ~: Students S2.00/18-holes
All. ENTRIES must register and pay registration fee
in the Office of Recreation and Intramurals
by 5 porn FRIDAY, SEPT. 10.
GEPERAL IN'OAMAnON:
1. The tC1Jmament will be 18-ho1es (9 holes ead1 day).
2 ~ will be three classes ( A. B. C) to be determined by a divisilFl c:I all er,lries Into

it

ual
segments aa:xrding to origiMI HI-hole scores.
l. Trophies will be awarded to the indivirual d\ampiat and winners c:I eadl classificatiat.
4. A " Closest To The P in" award will be presented to the indlvirual hiMing the closest tee shot at
the 2nd hole.
5. A Modlled Calaway HMdicap gy.tem will be used to determ ine the winners in each
dassifjcatioo.
'.
.
6. All entries shoUld report to the dub house by 3 :45 PM to be placed in frurnmes for the
Shot~n T_ Off at 4.00 PM.
7. Play will be frem the red tees and be g<Nerned by the U.S.G.A. and Midland Hills Golf Club.
.
(Winter niles will be <bserved )
8. Carts and clubs may be rented frcm Midland Hills Golf ClUb.

t******.*** ••••••• ** ••• *••• **.*
FOR ADDIl10NAL IWOAMAllON, PlEASE CONTACT THE

~~~~'~~1B>

"Capture your college years 'on film"

Lowell's Has A
Camera For You

Rugby team
faces Decatur
The SIU Rugby Club will open it~
fall season at 1 p.m . Sunday, east 01
Abe Martin Field against Decatllr.
..
Finishing 6-5 last season. the
. team has 15 of 25 veterans
returning.

Sk":::':s: ,P::~-:-~IotT:rnr:r

Argus
POCKET INSTAMATIC

players this season, and the
outcome rests largely on how rast
the new players pick the game up."
All home games are free, and
open to the public. SIU defeated
Deca tur last season 1:H1.

Save '1.()OO
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Rib steak
SirIola

$899
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STEAK NITE
at
THE BENCH
for one or two

t:~ C:dn~~~~:O':~n!~~

last spring_
Altogethc!', there are nine
matches, and the state tournament
scheduled for the University tennis
courts.
" I think p~op'le will enjoy the
home matches, • Auld said. " And
they 'll be surprised at the level of
competition they 'll see."

WHEN:

III
sa id Southeas t MissoUl i is
rebu ilding this year . a nd they
weren' t real strong last yea r.
" We need to get s tarted so we can
see how strong we a re. " s he sa id
If the wom en play a nything like
last year. fans can look for plenty of
scoring. and plenty of wins.

p'roa~:rS~~~I~r!e: Ii:t' the team
is anxious' to get underway. and
" really ready to go."
The team will be looking to repeat
its successful 1975 record of 16-3-1.
SI U may have to go without the
services of goalie Peg O·Connell. a
senior with plenty of experience and
ooe of the standouts of the team .
O ' Conne ll is suffering from
muscle spasms in the back. and her
replacement junior Pat Matreci. is
have the same problem .
" I doo' t know what to do about a
replacement " said !liner. " Pat is
actually a link player, kind of a
forward and backfield player that
has plenty . to do on offense
and defense.
" She played some goalie in high
school, " she added. "but I thi ~
they' ll both be ready for Saturday s
game."

~"f~J:~';~~sf~~~~ ,strdnger

Tbere are five home dates
scbeduIed for the faIl ~the
first bome matches for the 'A' tam
in a year. The women's tennis team

Men's Intr8fftlral Athletic
Golf Tournament

Field hockey team
'anxiom' to start
The women's field hockey team is
ready to open the season against
Southeast Missouri State at 9 a.m.
Saturday 00 the field across from
the recreatioo building.
'The starting time of the vars ity
game has been moved up an hour so
the junior vars it y can pla y
Merramec College at 11 a . m.
Southeas t Missouri State will then

freshmen all lack college experience, and it could affect them
during the f1l'St few matches.
She expects to bea t Southeast
M.issouri easily, and win sendthe 'B'
team against them , but doesn ' t
know much about East.ern Ken tucky.
But she does know that ber team
should fare well in the state meet,
which will be held at SIU Oct. 8-9.
" We have a good chance to win
it." she said. " We'll have two strong

$3• 75
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McNeese will be tough SIU 'f oe

By Rick Korcb
"Dally Egyptlu Sporta EdJtor
When the Salukis meet McNeese State
Saturday night, they will be facing one of
the least known, but alsoooeofthe most
successful football teams in the South.
The McNeese State Cbwboys haven't
had a losing season since 1970, and will
be riding a four-game winning streak
into the game. Last year, they fost their
first three games, but came back to win
seven of the last eight, and finished with
a 7-4 record .
With 12 starters returning, they figure
to be about as good as last year, but

nagging
. injuries have hit the Cowb:oys, . will be Terry McFarland, who started at
and the team won't be at full strength defen~lve back last year . McFarland
when they face the Salukis.
hasn't played" quarterback since hig.h
"We have five questionable players" school.
said McNeese State Head Coach Jack
" He's coming along good ," Doland
Doland. " Our two offensive guards are said. "But he'll get the jitters before the
hurt, two linebackers are hurt, and our crowd since he 'sn't used to it. "
.
quarterback, Jimmy Morvant, is hurt."
SIU Coach Rey Dempsey has said,
The person who will be missed the " McNeese probably has the best runmost for the Cowboys will be starting ning attack we'll face this season ."
linebacker Bob Howell, who has led the
Starting tailback Mike McArthur led
team in tackles the last two years. Last the Cowboys in both rushing and scoring
year he had more than twice as many last ye.a r as a junior. On the ground, he
tackles as the next player with 155.
had 825 yards and is expected to carry
Starting at quarterback for McNeese the bulk of the attack against SIU.
MCArthur will be joined by fullback
Bobby Wilson and Joe Crawford in the
backfield . Last year. Wilson, who
started. gained 716 yards, and Crawford
gained 330.
"The running ba.cks are the strongest
part of our team ." Doland said. "We
expect a good year from them ."
Doland said that 'ihe team will be
- ready to play SIU, but they don 't know
what to expect.
" It 's hard to look at anything (films )
except the spring game." he said. " \
know SIU will do a good job and come
down to win. and \ have the utmost
respect for Rey Dempsey .
"They have good running backs in
(Andre ) Herrera and Lawrence Boyd .
and a great receiver in Lawrence Love."
he said " And their offensive line looks
good ."
Doland expects about 12·14.000 fans to
show up for the game. although they are
losing some fans to other games in the
area. such as the Louisiana State·
Nebraska game.

Even .the weather for the game is hard

to predict.

"The weather is alwar-! shaky on the
Gulf Coast," Doland said. The Gull of
Mexico is about 50 miles south of Lake
OIarles.
..~t could be rainy," he said, wh~e
adding that the temperature has been In
the low 90's lately.
.
The game will mark the first meetmg
between the two teams, and Doland feels
that it will be a good game.
" We were real good last year, but I
don't know where we are this year. "
Doland said.
But it won 't take him long to find outand the same goes for Dempsey .

Radio cot--erage
The SIU opener football game
Saturday night against McNeese
State will be broadcast on two
local radio stati~ns .
_
WSIU-92, FM will go on the air
at 7: 15 p.m. with a pre-game show
with Coach Rey Demspey and
WSIU Sports Director Bill
Criswell, who will also report the
play-by-play which starts at 7: 30
p.m. WSIU will carryall home
and away g:Jmes this year.
WJPF-AM. 1340 from Herrin.
will begin at 7 p.m. with a pregame show with Dempsey and
Ron Hines. who will also report
the play-by-play. WJPF will also
carryall home and away games.

'Daily 'Egjrptian

Sports
Cubs routed by Mets, 11-5

Cranking up
Sophomore Larry Panno gets
• ready to rap a hit for Psycho
: Ward, as the men's 12-inch slow
pitch softball league gets

under way near the Arena
Tuesday. There are 110 teams
Competing this fall. (Staff photo
by Carl Wagner)

CHI CAGO ( AP ) - Lee Maz zilli ' s
three-run homer. John Stearns' two-run
blas t and John Milner' single and two
double Wednesday led a 16-hit barrage
that ca rried the New York Mets to an
ll-S rout of the Chicago Cubs.
Tom Seaver. 12-10. scattered eight
hit over six innings to pick up the
victory. but needed relief help from
Rick Baldwin and Skip Lockwood.
Mazzi lli's pinch-homer. in his second
major league at-bat. ca pped a six-run
ninth inning that put the game away.
Earlier in the inning, Stearns and Leo
Foster had RBI singles. FOSler later

'wiped home on the front end of a
double s teal.
Steams' homer. his first of the year,
came off Steve Henko. 7-8. in the third
inning. It followed Ed Kranepool's runscoring single and gave the Mets a 4~
lead.
The Cubs got a run back in the
bottom of the fourth on Bill Madlock's
double and Steve Swisher's single. In
the fifth. Rick londay hit his 29th
homer of the year and Madlock later
had a run-scoring single. Chicago made
it 5-3 in the sixth on Jose Cardenal's
sacrifice fly .

.SIU cheerleading squad to include males
:::::;:::::::::;:::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:::;:::;:;:;:::::;:::::::::;:;:::::;:::::;:::::::;:::;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;
SIU recently held tryouts for new members of the
1976 cheerleading squad, alld not one girl made it.
But five guys did.
What motivates a guy to want to be a cheerleader?
George Burns. fn.m Chicago, not only made the
squad this year but was elected as one of the coC8Rtains.
By Doug Dorris
\ am too little to play fo;)tball- l29 pounds--so
Assjst8.llt Sports Ecfitor
cheer leading is an outlet for my enthusiasm . It gives
me a chance to participate. too, " said Burns. He was
.::::::::::=:::::::=:::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::
not a cheerleader in high school.
Burns did make the SIU cheerleading squad last
squad five years ago, but the guys have spent the
year, but quit because of ridicule. "This year."
last few years in the stands.
Burns said. " the fag image doesn't matter. I don't
If Terry Ricci's last name sounds familiar. older
care what people think. If guys think I'm a sissy. I
brother Tim was the starting forward for the SIU •
challenge them to come and work out with the squad
basketball team during the Joe C. Meriweather
once. and then still tell me I'm a sissy."
years. Terry is the best tumbler of the males
Bums. who was a diver on his swim team in high
according to the female cheerleaders.
school, said his parents "freaked" when he told them
The girls on the squad are all experienced
he was a cheerleader. " It also took me some time
cheerleaders. most of their c.a reers stretch almost
before I could tell my boss that I was missing work
back to the cradle. Said Joyce Mays of Mount
to go to cheerlead r tryouts, but when I did tell him.
Vernon. ' 'I've been a cheerleader for 50,000 vears."
__ - he thought it was
" Bums said.
The other five SlU female cheerleaders are
The other SIU mal cheer-leaders are Ron
Dorothy Glenn ( no kin to Mike) from Centralia. Jan
Goeringer from Arlingto Heights; . Tom Mallock
Stiritz from Marion. Authurene Clemons from
from Orland Park, Terry Ri ci from West Frankfort,
Centreville. Jane Holmes from Villa Groves. and
and Barry Gibson. a trans~ student from Purdue. • Nancy Lipe from Carbondale.
Gibson was a cheerleader a Purdue for one and a
The motivation for a girl to be a cheerleader is
half years before maltinjf SIU's squad, but can't
- much easier to understand In high school, a girl
compare the two groups 'because this is only the
either a cheerleader, a prom queen, or a wallflower.
fll'St year for guys at SIU."
"In high school," said Lipe, who is entering her
ActuaUy, SIU did have male cheerleaders on the
third year as an SIU cheerleader, "it was the thing
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to do. I couldn't be an athlete, so I was a
cheerleader.
.. At first, in college, I felt we were looked down
upon. you know, a Suzie Rah-Rah, but I think our
image is looking up, " she said.
Said Dorothy Glenn, a cheerleader for 13 ears ,
" We are no different than any other athlete. '
The cheerleaders say that adding guys to the squad
wilJ enable them to do a wider variety of stunts,
es~cially those requiring strength.
'Cheer leading is getting away from yeUing and
getting more to gym~tlcs ," Lipe said. "The guys
will help in ~ dual routines. Most large . schools
already have male cheerleaders."
The cheerleaders ( cheerper~ons ?) at SIU are not
on any kind of athleti~ scholarship. In fact, 1976 is the
first year they will receive any money from the
athletic department. The funds will mance their
road trips to away games and help buy their
unifonns.
'Last year. the cheerleaders bo
t the material
for their own unifonns. and Lipe's older sister
donated her services as a seamstress.
What is the most valuable ass~t for a cheerleader?
Lipe said cheering ability ( translation: a loud
mouth>. Glenn said leadership. Burns said. "You've
got to be a performer."

x

Surprisingly; no one said physical attractiveness.
"We are not ornaments," Lipe said.

c~~~d:~{ have I never seen a 3OOopound

